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English Professor Hugh Potter dies
Professor changed focus of literature studies at UNH
By Birger Dahl
Staff Reporter
UNH Associate Professor of
English Hugh Potter, age 59, died
Saturday morning in his home
after a long illness.
On leave from the University
since spring of 1989, Potter had
taught at Shoin Women's University in Japan that spring, and was
on sabbatical last year in England
finishing his second book, entitled
Pianos in the Wood: Studies of the
Surreal.
Potter was scheduled to return to the University this fall, but
did not due to illness, according to
Michael DePorte, chair of the
English department.
Potter graduated with a degree in English from Union College in 1954, received his masters
degree from the University of
North Carolina in 1957 and received his doctorate in American
studies from the University of
Minnesota in 1965.
He came to UNH in 1962, the
first University English professor
specializing in American Litera-

ture.
According to colleagues, one
of Potter's main contributions to
the University was changing the
focus of literature studies at the
University from British literature
to American literature.
"His method of teaching literature has triumphed in this
department," said Philip Nicoloff,
professor of English.
Potter published several journal articles, including "Howells
and the Shakers", The Shaker Quarterly in 1969, "Paul Rosenfeld:
Criticism and Prophecy'' American Quarterly in 1970, "Race Relations and Imaginative Literature"
Race in 1971, and "Surrealism and
American Imaginative Expression" in 1978. His first book published in 1980 was entitled False
Dawn: Paul Rosenfeld and Art in
America, 1916-1946.
Potter was active very early
with the NAACP during the 1960s,
and was active in the peace movement in the late 60s and early 70s.
A friend and colleague, Asso-

ciate Professor of English David
Watters, said Potter's classes
"brought in a ~ot of popular cu1ture, folk paintings, surrealism and
food."
"He particularly liked authors
who weren't afraid to write about
the body," said Watters.
"He had a wonderfully rebellious spirit," he said. "Administrative pomposity was the target
of his humor."
"Hugh Potter was a real
seeker," Watters added. "He was
never satisfied with where he was.
Students could really identify with
him because he was always willing to re-examine who he was."
Nicoloff said, "He was very
generous in his views of other
people. He was much respected
for that."
Watters added, "One of his
favorite stories was Rip Van Winkle.
Like Rip Van Winkle he had an
infinite capacity to be surprised
by America."
Funeral services have not
been announced.
Dan Pratts works for planned T-Hall protest

(Be~ Frazier photo)

D O CUlllentary filminaker Ken Burns Planned protest sparks
to speak at Dec. 15 con1n1encen 1ent reaction froni adn1in.
Civil War," he wondered "all the for an artist to reach 40 million

By Bob Durling

time" if he had gotten himself in
Filmmaker Ken Burns, fresh way over his head, because of the
off the triumph of his Civil War enormity of the project. But he
series on PBS, has been selected never thought of quitting. ''Too
as the keynote speaker for the De- often today people quit the second they're aware of difficulties.
cember commencement.
"I don't know what life is
Burns, who is widely acknowledged as the finest docu- unless you take on challenges that
mentary filmmaker in America are difficult," he said.
"I knew I had a good film,"
today, resides in Walpole, N.H.
"It's a tremendous honor to said Bums of his Civil War projbe chosen," he said, adding that ect. ''But I was unprepared for
he was looking forward to speak- · both the critical reaction," which
included gushing reviews from all
ing.
Burns' 11-hour Civil
War series, called a
"documentary masterpiece" by Newsweek
magazine, aired this fall
on PBS to tremendous
critical and popular acclaim. It was seen, according to Bums, by 40
million people at one
time or another. It was
being rerun on PBS over
Ken Burns
the last two weeks.
Bums, who graduated from Amherst College in 1975 with a B.A. in Film over the country, as well as an
Studies and Design, has been appearanceonTheTonightShow,
nominated for two Academy "and, most importantly, the deep
Awards, for "Brooklyn Bridge" personal response from so many
in 1982 and ''The Statue Of Lib- people," he said.
Bums has been praised for
erty'' in 1986. ''The Statue of Liberty" was also nominated for an liberating history from bland textEmmy. His films have made the books and reinjecting life into it,
New York Times list of Year's through the aforementioned films
and works on the Shakers, Huey
Best three times.
Bums is currently working Long, painter Thomas Hart Benon a history of baseball, to be ton and a history of Congress.
completed in 1994. He also has a "History is not boring," he said.
film history of early radio's pio- ''There are only boring history
teachers. And, I suppose, inattenneers coming out next fall.
Bums said that during the 5 tive students."
Bums said it's like a dream
1/2 years it took to make ''The
Staff Reporter

people and still retain complete
artistic integrity. '1t's like dying
and going to heaven," he said.
The filmmaker was chosen to
be commencement speaker by the
seven member Honorary Degrees
and Awards Committee, which is
composed of five faculty members and two students, and chaired
by ex officio member Dan DiBiasio, executive assistant to the president.
DiBiasio cited Burns' "passionate interest in history, and in
making history come
alive" as a big reason for
the choice, as well as "his
past and recent accomplishments which distinguish him as a filmmaker.
''The quality of
his work is of such a high
quality - he's a major
force in documentary film
in America today," said
DiBiasio.
added
"An
dimension is that he resides in Walpole," said
Stude-n t Body
DiBiasio.
President Brian McCabe, one of
the students on the committee,
said, "With the significance of his
work, this was an excellent choice
for speaker. It continues to recognize people from New Hampshire
for their achievements.
"It will be better than those
political-type addresses. Those
things are boring as hell," said
McCabe.
The graduation ceremony
will take place Saturday, Dec. 15,
at 10:30 a.m. in Lundholm Gymnasium.

"History is not boring.
There are only boring
history teachers. And, I
suppose, inattentive
students."

By Winifred Walsh
Staff Reporter
As students make plans to
gather on Thompson Hall lawn
for a broad protest of administrative moves this year, administrators are admitting students have
not been fully included in some
important decisions made this
year.
"I would always like to include students but sometimes it's
hard to do. Nobody likes that
part of the job," said Scott Chesney, Director of Student Life.
The residence hall alcohol
by
implemented
policy,
Chesney' s office, is one of the
many grievances listed on the
Student Senate agenda for today's
protest.
"My stance all along has not
changed. We have simply upgraded our approach in enforcing the alcohol policy. I would
have liked to engage the Student
Senate and the residential council
more in the decision," said Chesney.
Chesney said that he would
have liked to speak with students
about the alcohol policy before he
spoke with his staff but decisions
had to be made quickly.
''They were to some extent
arbitrary because we were trying
to make a safe alcohol policy on
campus," Dean for Student Affairs Gregg Sanborn said about
the 11 point system implemented
for Greeks.
''They haven't been involved
in a way they feel is meaningful,"
said Executive Vice-President Gus
Kinnear of students.

Kinnear also said that students do not feel they have a way
of getting involved in decision
making processes and feel as
though their input has been ignored.
"President Nitzschke has
several initiatives he's trying to
bring forward. He wants to make
better use of existing organizations
like the Academic Senate and the
Student Senate," said Kinnear.
According to Kinnear, open
forums on issues are being considered by the administration to
please see PROTEST page 8
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Wago n Hill Farm.reads like ·a histor y book
By Ken Rivard

News Reporter
On route4there stands an old
wagon that has stood thete since
about 1967. On November 16, that
wagon was lit on fire by three
UNH football players who were
charged with arson last Tuesday.
When the culprits were identified, I heard someone mutter, '1
hope they fry." What is it that
makes this wagon so special?
"It's just like any other photo
landmark," said Theon Tirrell,
who has been taking care of the
wagonsightsince1975. '1tholdsa
special place for everyone."
The Wagon Hill Farm, which
the wagon stands on, has been
owned by the Tirrell family since
1967. Loring Tirrell bought it from
its previous owner, Miss Elizabeth Chesley, when she could no
longer run the farm with the occasional "drifters" who would stay
and help out on the farm for a
while, not unlike a John Steinbeck
novel. Within the next year, said
Tirrell's son, Theron, the wagon, a
heavy-dutytransportat ion wagon
bought at an auction, had been set
up on the hill purely for "decorative purposes."
'Toe wagon made a nice silhouette against the hill, and my
fatherjustleftittherefo rpeopleto
look at," said Theron.
The Wagon Hill sight has been
the location of several violent
events, including a French and

Wagon on a hill-a little slice of timeless Americana
Indian raid in 1694. But now the
worst thing that might assail the
hill is the wailing of sorority singing at 5:30 a.m. during initiation.
'1t' s basically just a picnic area
now," said Theron. But unfortunately, it also has some of the
typical picnic area problems, such
as leaving empty bottles, or even
more interesting objects. "Some
mornings I've gotten up to mow
the fields and have found more

Radiation in Oil Fields
Morgan City, La. - Widespread radioactive contamination of the nation's oil fields has been caused by radium
from the Earth's crust brought to the surface from oil
drilling. The Federal Government and the oil industry
are just now addressing this situation. There are no
Federal regulations for oil field radiation levels. Radium, a naturally occurring radioactive material, is
found in every oil-producing region from Alaska to
Florida. The radium is extracted from mineral deposits
and is drawn to the surface with oil contaminating
pumps, pipes and storage tanks. The contamination
problem is worst in the South and along the Gulf Coast.

Surgeon Died of AIDS
Baltimore - Two weeks ago, a surgeon died of AIDS.
John Hopkins Hospital is now offering free AIDS tests
to about 1,800of his patients. The surgeon, Dr. Rudolph
Almaraz was exposed to the virus when blood from a
patient squirted in his eyes and mouth seven years ago
during an operation, according to the family's lawyer.
The Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New
York, where Almaraz reportedly practiced during the
time of the incident, said they do not have a record of
such an incident at this time.

Shuttle Launches ,
Finally
Cape Canaveral, Fla. - The space shuttle Columbia
began a 10-day mission Sunday with seven astronauts

condoms · than I've ever found
'empties'," said Theron.
"There's only about one in 99
people who go out and do things
(like the fire), but unfortunately,
they're there and they feel that
they've got to come out and bust
things to prove themselves after
they've had a drink," said Theron.
Loring Tirrell worked at UNH
for 50 years in the animal science

(Ben Frazier photo)
department.Afterhed iedin 1975,
Theron took over. The town of
Durham bought the farm in the
summer of 1989, after Theron's
mother died, so that the land
wouldn't be developed, according to historical society notes.
The Wagon Hill sight has been
the sight of five large weddings in
its history, as well as countless
picnics, camp outs and gatherings,

after months of delays because of fuel leaks. The Columbia
brought into orbit a 13-ton, $150 million set of telescopes,
called Astro, with the intention of unraveling clues to the
evolution of the universe. The telescopes will stay in the
shuttle's 60-foot cargo bay and be returned to Earth. The
telescopes will give astronomers their first detailed look at
the universe in the highly energetic parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. The astronauts also plan to record "space
classroom" lectures intended to be used in science classes
across the nation.

Mollusk Grows Out of
Control
Detroit - Two years after the zebra mussle, a European
mollusk, was discovered in Lake St. Clair, scientists find
themselves having to organize a counter-offense to its
rapidly increasing population. The mollusk is swarming
piers and pilings, and is threatening to block underwater
intakes at utilities, water treatment plants and industrial
plants from Cleveland to Chicago. President Bush signed
legislation last Thursday that directs Federal agencies to
coordinate a research and education program aimed at
controlling non-indigenous aquatic species like the zebra
mussel. The Fish and Wildlife Service has estimated that
the mussel could cost public utilities and private water
users in the Great Lakes up to $500 million a year.

The Draft
Washington - President Bush said last week that he does
not want to see the draft reactivated. Selective Service
Director Samuel K. Lessey Jr. said, "Our agency has had no

and only rarely has it suffered
from vandals. According to Theron, there have been times when
peoplehavetried tomoveit,even
though it has been chained down
and has one-quarter of its wheels
buried to discourage such people.
There was even one instance
when the wagon was first placed
on the hill when someone tried to
move it and ended up pushing
the wagon down the hill. The
wagon escaped damage, but on
. piacingthewagon backon top of
the hill the young man pointed it
in the wrong direction!
"That boy was always told,
'You always do things backwards!'" said Theron.
The wagon that was damaged, though, was not the original, "but no one seems to care,"
said Theron. Although it hasn't
been replaced, the town should
soon decide what it will do, said
Town Administrator Ralph
Freedman. But until then, the
thousands of artists and photographers from all over the country
who have used the wagon for
inspiration will just have to wait
for an undamaged wagon to
replace this one, although
whether it can replace the wagon
known in the hearts of the residents, such as that unknown
person who wants the students
to "fry," is unknown.

indication that a draft is needed in response to the Middle
East crisis." If Congress did reactivate the draft, top
priority would be men who fumed 20 during the same
calender year as the Selective Service lottery. Only after a
man receives a draft notice can he request to postpone or
avoid military service. Reasons for delay might include
serious illness or death in the family. Some may request
classification as conscientious objectors who oppose to
participation in war. They would serve in either noncombat position or in a civilian jobs that would benefit
America. A change in legislation at the end of the Vietnam
War limited college deferment to only the end of the
current semester. A student can no longer avoid the draft
for years because he is enrolled in college.

City Engulfed in a
Wave of Murder
New York - The seven murders in New York City Saturday night reflects what a bloody year it has been in the Big
Apple. This is the first year in the city's history that the
homicide tally has surpassed 2,000. Each of the recent
years have been morbid record setters. Last year there
was 1,905 homicides. Included in Saturday's homicides
was the death of a 16-year-old Queens youth who was
shot by two men trying to steal his friend's jacket. Another
person was murdered when he unsuccessfully tried to
stop two muggers from stealing his girlfriend's mink
coat. A 44-year-old mechanic was shot and killed near his
home, the victim of an apparent robbery. An unidentified
man was stabbed on a street in Queens. A 24-year-old was
shot three times while buying crack on a street comer. A
19-year-old was shot at a movie theater after an argument
that broke out during a film. In Manhattan, a man was
stabbed to death on his way to the store from his home.
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UNH stude nts 1narc h
at prote st again st US
invol veD1 ent in Ku\V ait

UNH's alcohol policy means none of the above ,

By John Doherty
News Editor
Among the more than 10,000
· people who attended Saturday's
protest in Boston against US ·involvement in Kuwait were nearly
150 UNH students. The Progressive Student Network hired two
buses to bring students to the
protest.
UNH students boarded
buses or took their own cars to
the protest, which started at
Copley Square before a march to
Boston Common. Members of the
Dover Veterans For Peace organization spoke to students on the
buses about the hypocrisy and
the propaganda surrounding
war.
Organizers of the protest had
predicted a minimum of 5,000 attendants, butpoliceesti mated the
crowd to be at least twice that.
At Copley Square, protestto speakers includlistened
ers
(Brion Kinne photo)
ing Boston City Councilor David
Scondras, Joseph Gerson of the
American Friends Service Committee (an organization that,
among other things, helps people
purchase and/or use of a bulk resist the draft) and Jason Smith,
quantity of such.alcoholic bever- a 17-year-old activist against war
in the Persian Gulf.
age, ie. kegs, is prohibited."
then
protestors
The
"I didn't see kegs as a probmarched, cheering and singing,
lem as long as you have security,"
says Lambda Chi Alpha brother to Boston Common, where Rose
Brian McKenney. "From my per- Oliveri, the mother of a son regissonal opinion, I'd like to see it tering as a conscientious objector, Vietnam veteran Shakur Ali
back."
and political satirist Barry CrimMcKenney says that while the
mins spoke to the crowd. They
plan makes things more difficult,
were joined by former mayor of
he feels that his house has handled
it pretty well. He says, ultimately Berkeley, Cal., Gus Newport, a
professor from Hampshire Colthe plan is "a step in the right
lege, a former State and Defense
direction."
department official and members
Phi Kappa Sigma President
of Flor De Cana -a Latin Ameriplease see PLAN page 8
can singing group.

New Gree k guid eline s eval uate d
lems that have risen since the
implementati on of the plan.
The goal of the CDC is to
analyze, one by one, each of the 11
points in the statement and present Sanborn with reactions and
recommendations regarding the
plan at the end of the semester,
according to CDC member Dr.
Sally Ward, professor of sociology.
Ward says that while the biggest problem the committee has
faced so far has dealt with the Greek
houses needing full-time live-in
adult supervision. She doesn't feel
that they intend to recommend
eliminating or changing that rule
in their report.
"The consensus is that it is a
positive thing,"
Ward says. She
adds that, since
the committee
feels the rules
are not a punitive measure,
focus
Gregg Sanborn, Dean the
should be on
of Student Affairs
how to maximize the benewouldsayit
fit of having a
has been eflive-in.
fective to a limited extent," says
Parente, also a member of the
Sanborn. "I have seen less litter
says that the other controCDC,
around the fraternities and less
item - the banning of all
versial
noise since the plan was introsources of alcohol common
duced. We have had far fewer
shouldn't engender much controcomplaints."
versy among students. She says
Other people think it's too
that the majority of Greek houses
soon to tell whether the plan has
carry insurance policies state that
helped or hindered. Betsy Parkegs are not allowed.
ente, assistant dean for student
Parente says that ten of the
activities, says that although less
subscribe to the Fraternity
houses
complaints have been received
Purchasing Group
Insurance
recently, as opposed to the bethe rest have almost
and
(FIPG),
ginning of the semester, the depolicies.
identical
crease may be unrelated to the
The FIPG Risk Management
plan.
states, "No alcoholic beverPolicy
"That may just be a general
may be purchased through
ages
trend," says Parente.
the chapter treasury nor may the
The Greek Developmen t
purchase of same for members or
Committee (CDC), consisting of
be undertaken or coordiguests
faculty, staff, Greek and nonany member in the name
by
nated
Greek students, parents and
of the chapter. The
behalf
on
or
of
alumni, has been handling prob-

By Michelle Purdum
News Reporter
The Greek system has operated almost a full semester under
the new Greek guidelines established this fall.
Dean of Student Affairs J.
Gregg Sanborn says that if he
had a chance to do it over again,
he would probably do it differently by asking for more student
input.
Sanborn says the plan itself
"was the right thing to do." "I felt
some step had to be taken."
The plan was introduced to
alleviate Durham residents' complaints of excessive noise and litter resulting from fraternity parties and to "enhance and improve
the Greek
system,"
according to
an interview
with Sanborn after
the statement was
issued.

"I felt some step
had to be taken."
J.

Katie Brenner, a UNH student at the protest, feels it's important for students to become
active in the protests.
"Basically, if we go to war it's
going to affect everyone we know.
It's really up to us to let people
know we're against a war," said
Brenner.
Beth Campolieto, a UNH
student who attended the protest,
thought the timing of such a protest was important.
"This is 45 days before the
war even starts," said Campolieto, referring to President Bush's
January deadline for Iraq to leave
Kuwait. "That'sespec iallyimportant - that people are protesting
before the war starts."
Brenner said it was impressive that so many UNH students
attended the protest.
"I was surprised at how many
UNH students there were. It says
a lot about this place," said Brenner.
The Progressive Student
Network is planning a UNH protest against U.S. involvement in
the Gulf for December 14. Campolieto stressed that protesting a war
does not mean protesting those
soldiers that are already there.
"I thought Operation Sand
Dune (Acacia fraternity's letterwriting campaign to U.S. soldiers
in Saudi Arabia) was a really nice
gesture. It's an even better gesture
to attend this. We,ve got to try to
stop this," said Campolieto.
Another large-scale protest is
planned for January 19 in Washington, D.C. The date is four days
after Bush's deadline for Saddam
Hussein to pull his troops out of
Kuwait.

Sov iet scie ntis ts visi t UNH
By Julie Enos
News Reporter
Two Soviet scientists have
been visitingthe University of
w
e
N

Hampshire's

glaciologists met in Washington
to set up the initial contacts which .
arenowstartin gtocometoge ther."
The aim of the
Soviet's visit is to explore
common interests and to
find places to work together such as in Soviet
Asia and Arctic, according
to Mayewski.
Mayewski said, "We want
to explore ideas for working together and areas of mutual

Institute for
the Study of
Earth,
Oceans and
Space as part of the first series of
exchanges in a US-Soviet
joint initiative sponsored
by the National Science
Foundation (NSF).
Sergei Arkhipov,
whowillbein the United
States for approximately
three more weeks, and
Maxim Moscalevsky ,
who left Thursday, both
Paul Mayews ki, UNH
arrived Friday, Nov. 23,
1990. Arkhipov will resprofessor of earth sciences
ume three weeks of
study and discussion
with Paul Mayewski,
UNH professor of earth
cooperation."
sciences.
Aside from the Soviet exThe NSF started organizing
the project one year ago. Accord- change, Mayewski is also director
ing to Mayewski, "A group of of the Glacier Research Group and

Greenland Ice Sheet Project Two.
According to Mayewski, this project started over two years ago
and researchers hope to produce
a 200,000 year record of climatic
changes through the Northern
Hemisphere's deepest core drilling ever, a 3,000 meter hole in the
Greenland ice sheet. According
to Mayewski his efforts have
made UNH a part of the project
which involves an additional 25
U.S. institutions. Mayewski said
the project is expected to be
completed in 1993.
According to
Mayewski, UNH also sponsors an exchange with the
Chinese "having a similar
objective of China-US cooperation in scientific
study."
Arkhipov
does not understand nor
speak English clearly,
therefore no interview was
conducted.

"We want to explore
ideas for workin g together and areas of
mutual cooper ation."
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Hussein Said 50-50
Chance of War

Plan to Increase
Financial Trade

U.S. to Aid Lebanon
Against Militias

Amman, Jordan-Iraq President Saddam Hussein
said Sunday that the chances of war in the Persian Gulf
were "fifty-fifty." Hussein announced in an interview
with French television that he was suspicious of President George Bush's motives for wanting to open talks
with Iraq. Hussein questions whether the offer was
made out of desire for peace or if it was just a "formal
exhibition" by the White House. "If this meeting is to be
a true path to dialogue, then we are closer to peace,"
said Hussein. '1f this meeting is be nothing more than
a formal exhibition for the American Congress, the
American people and for international public opinion," then "we are closer to war."

Brussels - New rules were to be proposed Monday
by Canada, Japan, Sweden and Switzerland to broaden
world trade in international banking and other financial
services. This is the first time that Japan has taken a leadership position in the trade negotiations known as the Uruguay Round, because that is where they began in 1986. The
proposal calls for equal opportunities to be provided for
foreign companies, by the 107 nations that belong to the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, competing in
financial seIVices. The United States did not join as an
original sponsor of the proposal for tactical reasons, according to American officials.

Beirut, Lebanon - The United States is to provide military assistance to Lebanon to aid the government in regaining control of the nation from private
militias. Monday was set as the deadline by the Lebanese government for the end of all militia presence in
the capital. A deployment of 16,000 regular soldiers
was scheduled for Monday in the 250-square-mile
known as Greater Beirut. A Defense Ministry spokesman said of a meeting with Gen. Emile Lahoud and
U.S. Ambassador Ryan Cocker, ''The envoy expressed
his government's support for the rise of a strong
Lebanese army and American readiness to provide
the army with whatever it may need to fullfull its
national duties."

Israeli Strike Halts
Nation

Germany El~cted
Kohl's Coalition

Jerusalem -A general strike by Israel's national trade
Bonn - Chancellor Helmut Kohl's coalition was
elected to lead Germany in the first free all-German
election held in over 58 years. The Parliamentary results are gen$?rally interpreted as a strong show of
support for the unification of Germany, and the role
that Kohl played in the unification as leader of the
Christian Democratic Party. The political parties that
opposed the unification did not fare well in the election. The first elected government of united Germany
is essentially the same one that lead the divided nation
to unity since the 1989 tearing down of the Berlin wall.

union, protesting the nation's plan to tax citizens to pay for
the absorption of Soviet immigrants, practically shut the
nation down on Sunday. Threatening to strike indefinitely,
the Histadrut union, representing almost all areas of public
and private enterprise shut down radio, television, air
traffic, telecommunications, government offices, banks,
most postal and port services. A number of other fields
were put on holiday schedules, including health services.
''The government is exploiting the situation in the country
to cause damage in matters vital to the workers that have
nothing to do with the objective of absorbing immigrants,"
said the Histadrut last week.

Dutch to Clean
Europe's Air
Rotterdam, Netherlands - Dutch power stations have begun a major project to clean the air in
Eastern Europe. The companies have argued that they
can achieve impressive results more quickly by concentrating on poorer or less developed nations, than
by focusing their efforts on Netherlands.
The unusual plan includes the Netherlands
Electricity Generating Board financing a $35 million
plant in Poland to reduce the load of sulphur now
emitted. The board has also pledged $300 million to
replant thousands of acres of forests in the tropics over
the next 25 years.

"HELL-RAISING, PASSIONATE AND
BOLDLY HILARIOUS!
ANOTHER INVIGORATING MASTERWORK FROM SPAIN'S
MOST EXPLOSIVE TALENT!"
-Peter Travers, ROLLING STONE
11

SPONTANEOUSLY
SEXY!

A SOPHISTICATED BATTLE OF
THE SEXES BY THE MAN
WHO MADE 'WOMEN ON
THE VERGE OF A
NERVOUS BREAKDOWN'
II

-Bruce Williamson, PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

"REMARKABLE!
OUTRAGEOUS

AND DARING!"
•Peter Rainer, LA TIMES

Released by Mlramax FIims
Produced by Agustin Almodovar
Directed by Pedro Almodovar
Screenplay by Pedro Almodovar

"FASCINATING,
SURREALISTIC FUN!

Starring: Victoria Abrll, Antonio Banderas, Loles
Leon, Francisco Rabal, Julieta Serrano
(C) Spanish with English subtitles
Distributed by FIims Incorporated
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PEDRO ALMODOVAR SHINES!"
-Donald Lyors, DETAILS

FILMS INCORPORATED
1q90 F lm<, lncorpo,ah d All r,qht'> •e~erved

e .$1

Students

Thursday, December 6
Strafford Room, MUB
7:00 & 9:30
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$2

Non-students
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Blue lights to show suppo rt for
AIDS victim s and resea rch
By Colleen Murphy

thing about AIDS."
News Reporter
Area II hall directors first
Blue lights will be flooding began selling the blue lights last
the campus soon as students show Friday at a table in the MUB outsupport for AIDS victims and side the display of the Names
AIDS research.
Project quilt, which · commemo"Until there is a cure, there is rates victims of AIDS throughout
a light of hope," proclaimed the the United. States.
blue flyers posted in the residence
Thekick-offofthe Blue Lights
halls of Area II advertising the Campaign at UNH coincided with
Blue Lights Campaign, which · World AIDS Day on December 1.
urges students to show their supThe sale of the lights on Friport by displaying a blue light in daywent well, according to Joanne
their window.
Pearl, Hetzel' s hall director and
The project is sponsored by one of those helping out with the
the Area II hall directors. The sale. She said that they are chargproceeds of the sale of the lights ing a minimum of 25 cents per
will go to Positive Action, an AIDS light, but "everyone is giving
activist and support group and more."
the Seacoast's sponsor of the Blue
Seplow said that the hall diLights Campaign, said Suzanne rectors are hoping to sell at least
Seplow, Hunter's hall director.
500 of the blue lights. They can be
"If all goes as planned, at purchased from any Area II hall
exactly 8 p.m. on Tuesday Decem- director or at the community desk
ber 11, the campus, or at least Area in Devine Hall.
II, will be a flood with blue lights
According to Seplow, Resibeing simultaneously displayed dential Programs is supporting the
by students who have bought cost of the materials used to conthem," said Seplow. She added struct the lights. "It is a real minithat they have arranged for the T- mal cost," she said.
Hall chimes to play "Midnight
The -hall directors are conBlue."
structing the hand-made lights
''The hall directors originally themselves.
wanted to sell actual blue light
Seplow said that the hall dibulbs, but that would have been rectors originally did not want to
too expensive," said Seplow. The charge any amount of money for
"lights" being sold are actually the lights because, according to
blue cellophane cut into the shape her, the purpose of the project "is
of a light bulb, against the back- not to raise money, it's to raise
ground of a piece of black con- awareness." However, they destruction paper. When held up to cided to charge a nominal amount
the light, a tinted blue "light" is so that an organization such as
emitted.
Positive Action, which is receivArea II's campaign is just a ing the proceeds of the campaign,
part of the world wide demonstra- would see the direct benefits of
tion which, since 1988, has taken UNH's support.
off in such U.S. cities as New York,
The hall directors first learned
Los Angeles, Atlanta, and Boston, about the worldwide Blue Lights
according to literature about the Campaign when an AIDS educacampaign.
tion program visited their halls
Accordingto RuthAbelmann, and explained that it was one of
associate director of residential the ways by which people can
programs, the Blue Lights Cam- show their awareness of the growpaign is "an awareness raiser and ing epidemic of AIDS, Abelmann
a chance for people in a simple said. She said that the Area II hall
way to show that they are aware directors as a group unanimously
and committed to doing some-

MID-YEAR BREAK
Special One-Week Course
January 7-11 -- 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

LEA RNi llfil
BARTENDING
Make mid-year break pay off for you this year.
Prepare for a good paying part-time or summer
bartending job. Learning is easy and fun.
Enrollment is limited. Inquire now. We will
also be offering our regular evening courses
during mid-year break.

TEL. ·659-3718

MASTER BARTENDER
SCHOOL
84 Main Street
Newmarket, N.H. 03857

decided to contact Positive Action
to learn how they could bring the
campaign to UNH.
The Blue Lights Campaign
originated in San Francisco when,
in 1988, David Willers, who was
frustrated with standing idly by
the bedside of his twin brother,
who was dying of AIDS, resolved
to do something to unite people
against AIDS, to give them "a
beacon of hope against the darkness and fear."
According to literature about
the campaign, Willers came up
with the idea from a PBS program
which told how years ago people
left their porch lights on at night to
let the government know that polio
had to be stopped.
Similarly, he adopted the idea
as a campaign against AIDS and
picked the color blue to represent
the cause because it is a "healing"
color.
Seplow said that the campaign was begun by Area II and
that the hall directors are "starting
out small", but that the project
does not exclude the rest of campus. Rather, she said, "We're
hoping the students will keep them
(the lights) up and connect with
whattheideaofab luelightmeans.
Maybe other students will go out
and buy their own blue lights."
At the sale of the blue lights
on Friday, Seplow said, ''fhere
have been a couple of students
who didn't want to purchase
them."
Nora Molloy, a sophomore
who has bought a blue light for
her window, said, ''There's not a
whole lot the average person can
do if they' re not a research scientist or can't donate a lot of money~
and I don't even know anyone
who has AIDS, but its my way of
supporting the people who do
have AIDS and those who are
trying to find a cure."
"I would buy one because its
important that people get some
awareness of something as big as
AIDS, " said junior Tim Donovan.
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CAL END AR
Upcomin g UNH Events

Tuesday, December 4
Bayer-Mobay Lecture- "Synthesis and Properties of Quasi-Aromatic
Inorganic Ring Systems," Dr. Phillip P. Power, University of California. Iddles Auditorium, Parsons Hall, 11 a.m.
Blood Drive - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m.
Student Recital #4 - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 1 p.m.
Men's Swimming - vs. Tufts: Field House, 4 p.m.
Spanish Film - "Reed: Insurgent Mexico," Richards Auditoriu~,
Murkland, 7 p.m., $1.
Men's Basketball -vs. Mass. Field House, 7:30 p.m.

Wednesda y, December 5
Holiday Open House - University Museum. New exhibits of the
University's history. Tea, coffee, goodies. Henderson Room and
Room 311, 3rd floor, Thompson Hall, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Blood Drive - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m.
Lecture - "Franco-Americans: A New Identity and Changing Relations with Quebec and France," Francois Weil, Ecole Normale Superieur, Paris. Sponsored by Dept. of French & Italian, Dept. of Geography, & Center for International Perspectives. Forum Room, Library,
4p.m.
Women's Basketball- vs. Rhode Island. Field House, 7 p.m.
UNH Symphonic Band - Nicholas Orovich, directing and UNH Jazz
Band, Christopher Humphrey, directing. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.

Thursday, December 6
Last Day an announced oral or written exam may be given before
final exams.
Blood Drive - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 _p.m.
Randolph Chapman Colloquium - "Catastrophic Evolution of Flood
Plains." Dr. Robert Brakenridge, Dept. of Geography- Dartmouth
College. Room 119, James Hall, 4 p.m.
MUSO Film - ''fie Me Up! Tie Me Down!" Strafford Room, MUB, 7
and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.

Friday, December 7
Dimond Library - Open extended hours, 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Blood Drive - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m.
NH International Seminar- ''The New Germany, 1990," Jeffry Diefendorf, UNH. Sponsored by Center for International Perspectives.
Alumni Center, 4 p.m.
Men's Ice Hockey- vs. RP.I. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
Concert - ''I'J Wheeler and the Smokers," an energetic delivery of the
blues and jazz. Refreshments served. MUB Pub, 8 p.m., students with
ID $2, general $3.
UNH Chamber Singers - Peter Urquhart, Directing. St. Joseph's
Church, Central Ave., Dover, 8 p.m., free.

Saturday, December 8
Dimond Library - Open extended hours, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
UNH Music Dept. Auditions - For appointment, call 862-2404, MonFri, 8:30-4:30.
Women's Ice Hockey -vs. Providence. Snively Arena, 1 p.m.
Swimming, Men's & Women's -vs. Boston College. Field House; 1
p.m.
Men's Ice Hockey-vs. Boston College. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
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If there were a draft what would you do?

Chris Smith
English
Sort of Senior

.·. it

.~. t

..

_JohnAkred
Economics
Junior

i)

)

''t.
"Run like hell ... till the Bourgeois
dominence of the oppressed people
of the world ends."

"I could pull the Greg Allman
manuver. I could shoot myself in
the foot."

"Before there is a draft there must be
war. On the first day of war I would
be on my way to Washington D.C. to
join a rally of students, parents, vets
and hundreds of thousands of other
patriots in protest of a needless war
stemming from our dependence on
foreign oil and our lack of exploring
alternate energy sources."

Steve McCarthy
English
Sophomore
Kevin Doran

John Gallivan
English
20yearplan

"I would go in'to the service. J don't
think we need a draft and the
sanctions need more time. The U.S.
shouldn't go on the offensive just
yet."

John Mcconaghy
Communications
Junior
_ "What can you do? I guess I'd
probably go. It's not like I'm going
to leave the country."

"I'd go to Peru and milk goats"

"I guess that would depend on who
drafted me. If it was the Bruins I'd
go. If it was the Rangers I'd go to
Canada."

James Karr
Accounting
To be desired

Rhus Radicans
Brewer • Patriot
Freshperson
"I'd go fight for my country!!"
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Leisure Partners program works
for students and community
By David Aponovich
News Reporter

UNH student Jeff Metivier
has known Scott LaPointe of
Newmarket for only a few months,
but in that time they have become
best friends.
Metivier is a student in Professor Lou Powell's Leisure Management and Tourism (LMT) 501
class, Leisure Services for Individuals With Disabilities. He's part
of a unique program that has students become partners with a
mentally, physically, or emotionally handicapped person in the
community for a semester. The
program stresses community involvement and practical experience to supplement in-class learning, and it earns high praise from
those involved.
These "Leisure Partners," as
they are called, spend the semester with a 501 student, and they
get to know each other by planning and doing things together
over the semester. And like
Metivier and LaPoint, they usually end up becoming best friends.
''The object is for us to introduce them to other types of recreation," said Metivier, a senior
LMT major. He and LaPoint have
spent time together this fall taking
walks in College Woods, going
out to lunch, and going to local
museums, among other things.
"It's a good program. I like
it," said LaPoint.
Students in the 501 class got
together recently with their Leisure Partners at Dover's Butterfield Gym for a party and games
day, coordinated by students from
LMT 557, Leisure Programming,
to spend some more time together

before the end of the semester.
The Leisure Partners program
at UNH was started seven years
ago, according to LMT Associate
Professor Janet Sable, who has
helped coordinate the program
through much of that time. She
says the concept of having a partner out in the community is an
important part of students' education, linking in-class teaching
with practical learning about
handicapped and disabled people.
Sable says the experience serves
on two different levels.
"It helps prepare students for
careers in community or public
organizations, such as recreation
directors," Sable said. "And these
partnerships also help students
have a better understanding of
how to serve people with disabilities. Through partnerships, the
students get to know at least one
person with a disability. They see
what it's like to be up against
barriers in society, both social and
physical."
According to Powell, "Wecan
teach in a class all day, but if the
students don't go out and develop
a relationship with somebody who
has a disability, it doesn't make
much sense to them."
Professor Ann Morgan, who
instructs LMT 557 and who helped
run theeventlastweek,said, "You
often talk about students not being
involved in the community. This
is a way students are giving back.
Students are making an impact."
The Leisure Partners program
pairs about thirty students in the
501 class together each semester
with handicapped people in the
community, most of whom be-

come involved through word of
mouth contact with the department.
The program receives financial support from several state
agencies, including the Easter
Seals Society of New Hampshire,
the Greater Portsmouth Foundation, and the New Hampshire
Developmental Disability Council. "fhey believe in the validity of
the program, and we have been
able to expand (as a result)," Sable
said.
The concept has been so successful that it received the national
Easter Seals Award for programming in August of this year.
Rob Dufour, a student in LMT
557 who helped organize the party
last week for the LMT 501 students and their Leisure Partners,
said his involvement has shown
him more than could be conveyed
in a lecture or a book.
''This is the first time I've ever
done something like this," he said.
"Being in the college environment,
you don't get to associate with
individuals with disabilities. You
forget who they really are."
This sentiment is a strong
reason for the success of the program, and it's something Sable said
more students, not just in the LMT
major, are encouraged to experience. "What a lot of the students
(who participate) say is this is a
course for non-majors as well as
majors. It opens them up to something they are not exposed to,"
Sable said, adding, "We focus on
someone's ability, not their disability.
"We'd love to expand beyond
just the LMT majors," Sable said.
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NOTICESf
GENERAL
STUDENT AMBASSADOR CHRISfMAS PARTY: Wednesday,
December 5, 8:30 p.m.
SPANISH "HORA DE CAFE:" An informal coffee hour for students, faculty, native speakers and guests.Wednesday, December 5,
Room 209, Murkland, 3-4 p.m.

MEETINGS
ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB MEETING: Mandatory for all members
to choose committees for the Little Royal. Thursday, December 6,
Room 212, Kendall, 8 p.m.

UNH CHESS CLUB MEETING: Meets every Wednesday, Hanover
Room, MUB, 6-9 p.m.

To submit information, stop in the MUB Administration
Office, Room 322 for forms and deadlines

~'i

"7i,;z:

*

Rite Way II Travel, Inc.
~

(603) 659-3999

i STUDENT DISCOUNTS:
Gerald T. Waldron
Owner/Manager

98 Main Street
Newmarket., NH 03857

UNH

Operating Staff Council organizes toy drive
By Sean Carroll
Arts Editor

area groups. Organizations such
as A Safe Place in Portsmouth, a
boys orphanage in Rochester and
My Friend's Program are being
considered, according to Curran.
Debbie Lachance, another
member of the Council, said that
the toy drive is targeting "anyone
whose day might be brightened
by a simple stuffed animal."

Layoffs, price hikes, and a
general slowdown in the economy could make this a hard
Christmas for many New Hampshire families who may have
trouble finding the money to buy
toys for their children.
UNH's Operating Staff
Council has decided to try and do
we
something about that. The organization, made up of UNH may
employees, is organizing a toy even
drive for the area kids who might g e t
not otherwise get much in the some to
way of presents this year.
some of
Kathy Curran, the Council's t h e
chairperson, says that the drive' s families
organizers are trying to get staff, living
students and community in- in Forvolved as much as possible.
e s t
''Times are really tough right Park, if
now; people need all the help they we can
can get," she said.
figure
Curranisencouraging every- out a
one in the Durham community to way to reach them," Curran said.
bring in whatever they can for the
Lachance said that anyone
drive. "Some families just need wanting to contribute to the drive
basic gifts. We're talking about can drop off their presents, by
toys, mittens, scarves, books, December 10 if possible, at a
anything." She said that anything · number of locations, including
in good condition would be wel- drop-off centers at The Division of
come, new or used. Curranadded Continuing Education, the lobby
that wrapping paper would be in Thompson Hall, Huddleston
needed as well, as the council was Hall and Channel 11.
going to try to pre-wrap all the
The number of families needpresents.
ing such help is, by all accounts,
The toys are going to various growing. Priscilla Shaw of the
II

Lamprey Health Center has run a adults than children. ''These
similar toy drive called Operation people need gifts, too. Things as
Santa Claus in Newmarket every simple as boots. And it would be
year for the past five years, and nice to get everyone something
has watched it grow each year. besides the basic necessities;
Her list of potentially needy fami- maybe a good book."
lies has grown from 25 to 240 in
Hurley expressed real frusfive years. /
tration with students, who treat
"Some of it is just increased the problem of poverty as an acaawareness, us getting more organ- , demic exercise. "I'm not going to
ized, talk to any more kids doing term
b u t papers on homelessness," he said.
mostly "We just don't have the time;
it's a people need real help, real action."
hugeinHurley continued by saying
crease that what Crossroads House and
n all human services centers really
need," need is money, and year round.
s h e "With the cutbacks in government
said.
funding, we need money just to
keep operating."
David
However, said Hurley, the toy
Hurley, drive is a step in the right direchead of tion. He expressed the hope that
Rmm.tt this sort of spirit would continue
Cross- throughout the year.
roads House, a shelter for home"Everyone brings us turkeys
less people, applauded the desire at Christmas. The carcasses last in
to help but expressed some frus- our refrigerator until the middle
trationatthetendencypeople have of summer, which is our busiest
to giveonlytochildren, onlyatthe time, and the time when we get
holiday season. "It's nice that they the least help. It would really be
want to help the kids. Kids going great if everyone could promise
without toys at Christmas tugs on themselves at Christmas to rethe heartstrings, but really, adults member to help people who need
need gifts as much as kids."
it in July."
Hurley said that in some respects poverty was harder on

Scholarships,
Fellowships,

~
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IF NURSING IS IN
YOUR RJTURE, JOIN
AIR FORCE
ROTC TODAY.
Today's world needs qualified nurses. You can begin an
outstanding career now by joining
Air Force ROTC.
You'll be eligible for scholarship assistance programs that bring down the cost of
college. When you graduate, you'll be recognized,
saluted, and respected as an Air Force officer. You will be
treated as a knowledgeable, valuable nursing professional.
Start now. Call

DEPT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
(603)862-1481

Leadership Excellence Starts Here
----

20%
Off
Any eurchase
----
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improve communication.
"What we' re talking about is
a process. From time to time there
have come points like these. In
regard to issues where students
feel they don't have enough say,
we need tolookatanewprocess ,"
said Sanborn.
Sanborn said a new process
would help UNH as a community
in communication with the administration and other University
constituents.
"We talked about it in a quality of life task force meeting last
week. We are meeting next week
to go over issues raised at the
protest so we can become more
deeply involved. A specific
mechanism has yet to be seen,"
said Sanborn.
Sanborn said that one possible process being considered is
similar to the process used in establishing room and board policies in dormitories.
"It involves respective
groups working together to develop fees and has worked. It's

-

\
\

¾

\

ff

\
\
\

N ANY

\

Eric DeGregorio says that, while
in the long run he believes the
plan will be beneficial, he thinks
the plan has had a negative effect
on the Greeks.
"It has put a big obstacle in
relations," he says. "It has made
the Greek system fight the
school."
Phi Kappa Sigma is a student

organiz.atim,. 1.vaiting for ai;t;t:'l'lU

--

the kind of thing we need to look
at academically and otherwise. It's
just one example when we look at
further concerns," said Sanborn.
"I think that in many ways
we empower the students (with
this process)," said Chesney. He
said that students living in dormitories participate in decision
making on all levels.
According to Chesney, students dra wup floorcontracts, vote
on quiet hours, decide who has
priority for single rooms, decide
which method the staff will use in
determining the following year's
room plan and evaluate the dormitories as a whole.
"Ninety percent of the evaluations are returned. If 80 percent
of the responses to a certain question a~e not positive we consider it
sub-standard," said Chesney.
Concerning student involvement in recent parking developments, Kinnear said that he has
responded to all letters written to
him on the subject. He also said he
has personally spoken with many

of the students who have had
problems with parking.
"I believe that whether the
concerns are founded or unfounded in reality, I respect the
students for making their concerns known to the University,"
said Sanborn.
"I do think that this protest
is great. It's nice to see the students impassioned about something and not being so boring,"
said Chesney.
"Students need to have self
determination in all areas of student life. We're saying to the
University that we're not going
to live with this anymore," said
student Randy Spartichino.
Spartichino said that the protest is similar to the administration proposing a higher budget
to the state for next year when
they were told to submit a smaller
one. He said that the administration is telling the state that the
present situation can no longer
be tolerated.

PLAN, from page 3_

with this coupon

---------

PROTEST, from page 1

to become a recognized fraternity
on campus. They are directly effected by the plan, which indefinitely extends a moratorium on
expansion of the Greek system.
As long as that point remains,
they remain a fraternity without
recognition and without a house.
''The next step is to take it to
the Greek Development Committee," says DeGregorio.
Newly elected Sigma Beta
President Jim Broom says that he
doesn't feel the plan has had much

-----

,ZJ:Jl)S.~
Fox Run Mall, Newington, N.H.
(603) 436-1117

Hey
Advertisers!

committee. He says that the plan
as it stands now needs changes.
"The Greek Development
Committee is the way it should
have been done in the first place,"
says McCabe.
Parente says, the GDC
planned to be represented at a
Greek forum to answer questions
about their process, but when
'3.'-.•.ui'G~.\ S~:n.i..tc b~ou.~ht: the id.c~

to a Greek Presidents Council
meeting, the presidents nixed the
idea.
"fheydidn'tfeelthatit would
help at this time," says Parente.
Dean Sanborn is hopeful for a
bright future.
"Ideally, I would like to see
an entire Greek system involved
in governing itself, policing itself,
setting itself up as a model system," Sanborn says. '1 think we're
on the right track now."

STRA FFOR D PLACE

Help us serve you
better...

Studio Rooms and Suites. All rooms with kitchenettes.
A few Apartments still available.

Ad deadlines help us plan ahead. Please
get your ads in to the Business Office (room
11 OB, MUB) by the following times:

For insertion in Tuesday's edition:

of an effect, although he says
they've cut down on parties, having none this semester, and they
have been able to spend more
money on the house. However, he
feelsthatthismayresul tmorefrom
pending action from violations last
year than Sanborn's plan.
"We still have stuff pending
from last year," says Broom. "It's
hard to s~parate the two."
Broom says that the one effect
he does attribute to the plan is that
hefeelsthepolicehave comedown
harder since its inception.
What's in store for the future?
The GDC recommendations
should be made sometime within
the next couple of weeks and Student Body President Brian McCabe
says he is hopeful that they will
make fair recommendations because of the amount of student
and Greek representation on the

Call 868-2192 for information, Monday - Friday 9am-1 pm, 2pm-4pm
~

For insertion in Friday's edition:
The Business Office is open:
Monday, Wednesday, & Friday;
10:00am-2:00pm
Tuesday & Thursday;
l 0:00am-4:00pm

10-14 Strafford.Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 03824
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Annual MUB Pub
holiday gift spree
fundraiser a success
By Julie Enos
News Reporter
Approximately 40 people
showed up Saturday night to try
their luck at the third annual Holiday Gift Spree in the MUB Pub.
The event was sponsored by
the UNH Hotel Sales and Marketing Association (HSMA). The
contest began at 6 p.m. and people
took their chances at 14 possible
prizes, including a two night-three
day stay at Tremont Hotel in Boston and a three day-two night stay
atthe Tara Hotelin Nashua, which
includes breakfast for two and a
coupon book for a nearby mall.
Along with the three dollar admission fee, tickets were purchased four for one dollar. People
tried their luck by placing their
tickets into the bag containing the
prize of their choice.
The prizes were raffled off at
7:30 p.m .. Lance Evans, a UNH
student, won two of the 14 prizes.
"I thought the whole night was
pretty cool. I was psyched because
I almost didn't go. I couldn't believe that I won," said Evans. Evans
bought 20 tickets valued at five
dollars."
The night's festivities included a chocolate fondue, vegetable dip, and a fruity punch.
Organizers were disappointed by

the absence of entertainer Andy
Happel who was expected to perform. "It was a real disappointmentwhen~edidn'tshowup. We
had an agreement that he would
be here," said Jackie Sofarelli,
HSMA fundraising chairperson.
"The holiday gift spree is
meant to be a fundraiser that is
social and fun," said Liz Almeida,
president of HSMA. "Considering the number of people that came
we were surprised at how much
money we made."
According to Sofarelli, the
organization grossed about $380
and made about $250 after expenses.
Proceeds from the fundraiser
will go towards sending the next
president of HSMA to the national
convention in the spring which is
expected to be held in Lake Tahoe,
according to Almeida.
Peggy Lee, one of the two
vice-presidents for marketing, was
in charge of publicizing the event.
"I think the night was very successful but there were still a lot of
people that didn't know about it,"
said Lee.
Almeida said, "Tonight was
a learning experience. Every year
we try something new and better.
It's just a real nice thing for the
holiday season."

Got a list of Complaints?
Write a letter to the
Editor.

UNH Student Ambassadors Seeking:

JUNIORS •••
interested in becoming

Jr. CLASS AGENTS!!
Responsibilities include developing planning and
organizing events to benefit the Junior class!
MEETING
Elliot Alumni Center
Dec. 11 (Tuesday)
1-2 PM

·

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.

·

You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar

system faster, too.
llse as directed. Contains caffeine equivalenl of 1wo cups of coffee.

Revive with VIVARIN!
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UNH'S Operating Staff
A TOYDRIVE ~

NoWHiring

Deadline December 10
Bring to Division of Continuing
Education Office
(across the street from Stoke)
PRINTS
Downe Burns, Gormans,
~ " ~enas, Vigil
.. ~

.:_':..,itt;-~ •, ,>
:;,

Need Toys, Books, Wrapping Paper,
Mittens, ScaNes, Etc.
Also: There will be a drop in T-Ha
main lobby.
For more information: 862-2016

A~

56 Market St .. Portsmouth. NH

Place a
classified
ad!
Stop by
the

Business
Office,
Rm 1108.
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wrap success?
You don't need to use a ribbon. Just tell the most
important people on your gift list you're giving them
a course from Stanley H. Kaplan.
Why not give a high school youngster the best
possible preparation for the SAT?
Or how about treating a college student to Kaplan .
confidence before a graduate or licensing exam? And
what better present for a busy executive than a Kaplan
speed reading program?
Call us. We've got lots more "smart" gift ideas!
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We offer competitive wages and a benefits package that
includes:

• Health Insurance
• Life Insurance
• Short-term Disability Insurance
• Delta Dental Plan
• Profit Sharing/401K Plan
• 10 Paid Holidays
• 6 Paid Sick Days
• 10 Paid Vacation Days
• One Paid Eye Exam Per Year
• Free Studded Snow Tires
• Tuition Reimbursement
• Fitness Reimbursement
• Property Tax Reimbursement
• Paid Bereavement Leave
If you're interested in working in a challenging, smokefree environment, contact our Personnel Department at:

1-

Navajo Rugs
Ute Pottery • Picture
Tile • Jewelry

Have you got
something
To Say?
To Sell?
To Rent?

z

....

PC Connection, Inc. 1 named by Inc. magazine as the
second fastest growing private company in the U.S.;
currently has openings in our non-commissioned sales
department. Come learn more about our training
program by scheduling an employment screening at our
headquarterfin Marlow, NH. We could be just the
company you're looking for.

PC Connection, Inc.
6Mill Street
Marlow, NH 03456
603-446-3383

..

An equal opportunity employer ·
*Brochures and company information are

C

with Holiday Greetings
to You and your Family from ( ,

"'·
STANLEY h KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

The worlds leading test prep organization.

MUB

or call
862-1323

available

at the placement office.

January 2 • 18, 1991
A Brighter Future is a Wonderful Gift.
1-800-332-TEST

Weekdays 9:00 am • 12 noon
Earn transfer credits towards your degree.
Whiie other people are wasting their holiday
break this winter, worrying about their future,
you can be doing something positive about yours.

A SALUTE TO lHE
LEADERS OF TOMORROW AIR FORCE ROTC CADETS.
College is a time for decision. Some will choose to
become leaders - through Air Force ROTC.
Smart move. The whole concept of Air Force ROTC
revolves around the cultivation of qualities that count
for leadership. And whether you're about to start college or have already begun, it's time to make your
decision, now.
Upon graduation, you'll be an Air Force officer. You'll
possess solid management skills and a strong sense of
self-assurance. You'll know the demands of success and
the meaning of responsibility.
And you 'II have the great wealth of opportunities
accorded to those who choose to be leaders.
Start now. Contact

For the first time, the University of Lowell is
offering an intensive, 3-week Winter Intersession. Choose from a range of credit and noncredit courses that can accelerate your degree
program, or prepare you for the highly competitive
marketplace.

Credit courses: Arts and Sciences, Engineering Technology, Computers, Management, Music.
Non-credit courses: Workshops in career
development, job search techniques, selfassessment and Lotus 1-2-3.
Cost: An affordable $85.00 per credit.
Call 934-2480 for a Winter Intersession
Bulletin and registration form, or fill out the
coupon below. University of Lowell, Division of
Continuing Education, Winter Intersession, One
University Avenue, Lowell, MA 01854.

11 University of Lowell
~ Continuing Education

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ...,,

DEPT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
(603) 862-1481

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

· City: _ _ _ _State: _ _ Zip:
Phone: (

) _ _ _ _ _ _ __

College: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Leadership Excellence Starts Here
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SCOPE says... Crunch time is the best time for

A night to unwind when you

need it most!

Wednesday,
December 5
9:00 pm MUB PUB
· $2 SAFO students

$5 Non-students

... We'll keep you laughing
your way through finals ...
UNH students must present valid ID!

PAGE 12
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***ATTENTION***
People interested in

SALES
MANAGEMENT
PHOTOGRAPHY
PRODUCTION

38 Main St.,
Durham NH

ADVERTISING

is
looking to fill positions in these areas.
MAIN STREET MAGAZINE

_*No experience necessary

• JP's JUMBO Subs &
Sandwiches
• Fresh Seafood
• Salads & More
• Daily Homemade
Specials

*Learn valuable skills

Free Delivery

*Resume builder

11 am - close
Saturday & Sunday

APPLY NOW!
STOP BY ROOM 153 MUB FOR INFO

868-7449

tTEACH FOR AMERICA1
application deadline ·for spring interviews

January 4, 1991
Teach for America is a national teacher
corps of talented, dedicated individuals
from all ethnic backgrounds and
academic majors who work for two years
in urban and rural schools that have
persistant teacher shortages.
Applications are available at Career Planning and Placement Services.

PAGE 13
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__ tu ent

eowu .lit S® otes.
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Cliffs Notes

NYNEX

Uses the color "yellow"
as-a device somewhere
on or in the book.

~

~

Tells you where to reach your
professors, who delivers
pizza, and how to reach
the financial aid office.

□

M'

□

~

□
□

~

Never mentions the words
"allegory;' "foreshadow;'
or "heroic code:'
Not an embarrassing thing to
have fall out of your backpack
in, say, English class.
Doesn't analyze Hrothgar's
homilies or Unferth as anti-hero.

M
NYN I X®

Well, there you have it. The NYNEX Student Directory gives you all the
information a student could possibly want. And none of the stuff you Student
don't. Besides which, itS free. So be sure to look for your copy on campus. Directory
The adaptation of the Cliffs Notes, Inc. cover design and logo is used wi1h 1he permission uf1he publisher.
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Dave Brennan of the UNH Ski Club, jammin' on the
slopes.
Ben Frazier, photo

"Ever darkenins day"
Ben Frazier, photo

-DON"T
DRINK
AND
DRIVE!-

A Public Service Message From THE NEW HAMPSHIRE

PERSON AL? ~
FOR SALE?
HELP WANTE D?
HOUSIN G?
LOST & FOUND ?
SERVIC ES? ~
- BUSINE SS
..,,.:;:~~ OFFICE !
¢V ROOM 1 lOB
MUB
862-132 3
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Pregnant?
Help?
Need
Seacoast
.
Crisis Pregnancy Center

FREE & CONFIDENTIAL

Write for lH~ N~W HAMPSHIR~!
Stop by Rm. 151 in the MUB for
more info.

* pregnancy testing
* counseling & information
* practical support'We Care!

HOTLINE 749-4441
90 Washington Street

Suite 306 B, Dover, NH

'Wou[dyou
[ikg, to put in
a persona{ or

a c[assified ?
, Stop by the

BUSINESS
OFFICE

WILDCATZ

~~

This Summer
· · atURI

Snow Board Sales:
Kemper, K-2,Sims,
Barfoot, Mistral

Pettee Brook Lane
Open 7Days
868-2484
Rentals:

!!:~!:&~!:9!!
.-- ..................... Skate Boards, Su.if Boards, Wet Suits

NEW BUFFET
ALL YOU CAN EA Tl
11 :30-2:30,

June 23 - August 2, 1991
The Eleventh Annual Gennan Summer School

of the Atlantic at the University of Rhode Island
in co-operation with the Goethe Institute Boston.
German will be the sole language of communication, and
German life and culture the heart of this six week residency
program of intensive language study.

Snow Boards: $18.00 a day
Boots: $6.00 a day
Service: Tune Ups $22.00

Saturday

Learn Germa n

You may earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits
while living in the beautiful surroundings of our country
campus, just minutes away from Rhode Island's magnificent
beaches and historic Newport.
This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to enroll in
beginning, intermediate, or advanced German. Toke advantage
of this rare opportunity to participate in this total German
language experience.
Contact:
Dr. John Grandin and
Dr. Otto Domberg, Co-Directors
Dept. of Languages, URI
Kingston, RI 02881
Or call: ( 401) 792-5911

~SUN-fRI

Excluding Holiday Weeks

(in the Durham area)

5:00pm. to restaurant closing time. S~day through
Saturday for orders of $10.00 or more.

ent 1.0.
NEW

HOURS:

NOON-10:30pm,

Mo~day-Th~rsd.ay:

I
N
M
BEA
E
N PART OF
IT!
T
JOIN THE NEW
HAMPSHffiE STAFF

Take
Photos for
the New
Hampshi re
Stop

by

MUB

for orders to go!

Sunday:

A

151
·in the

FREE DELIVE RY
Ca I I
8 6 8 . 1 2 QQ

E
N
T
E
R
T

Room

$4.95

Sunday

6. 9 5

.

RoomllOB, MUB
or call 862-1323
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Get Loud
These are some of the issues we
must voice our opinion on at today's
rally at T-Hall:
Parking: Gus Kinnear had no
right to try and change the status of BLot without student input. Kinnear is
trying to save face for himself and the
administration by giving faculty priority
parking. Make Kinnear and Steve
Larson understand that as students we
will not be the scapegoats for the
serious morale problems that are
intensifying between our teachers and
the administration. This school has been
designed without adequate housing so
that after sophomore year we get kicked
off living on campus. We have every
right to demand adequate parking as
compensation.
Campus Safety: UNH was too

A Parking
· Solution
To the Editor:
What makes me angrier
than the initial seizure of B-lot is
the seeming lack of action to actually create more parking spaces
within realistic walking distance
of campus. Changing around who
gets what lot and who can park
where is like putting a band-aid
on a stress fracture: It doesn't ease
the pain, and it doesn't do any
good. No matter how the spa~es
are divided up, there are too few
parking spaces, and someone is
going to be upset.
I have a proposal that
might help alleviate the parking
pinch. It may not help much, but
here is my idea. The University
should designate areas for compact cars only. It makes sense that
smaller cars do not need as much
room, so make these spaces
smaller. This way there would be
more spaces in each existing lot. I
do not know how many more
spaces could be created, but even
if it were only 20, that is 20 fewer
angry students and faculty driving around searching for places to
park.
It seems like it would be

cheap to keep the Escort Service, and
the Safewalks program is a pathetically
understaffed volunteer effort without
support from the administration.
Lighting all over campus is inadequate,
especially by the mini-dorms. Add to
this the fact that the new commuter
parking lot is is a desolate patch of
gravel stuck behind a cow barn a mile
and half from campu·s. Safety obviously
isn't a priority at UNH, and we have to
make it known that we are afraid to
walk on our own campus.
Conduct System: This is a
kangaroo court that allows
administrators to charge students with
felony behind closed doors. Understand
that it is not right that students are being
charged with crimes and thrown off

relatively inexpensive, it is practical, and the new spaces would at
least be moreconvenientthan Mast
Road. It's just a thought. Think
what you may.
Jeff Merriam

More Camp

We sit back and watch the
play.
The Future! The Present!
What's my future? my present?
There's no adults to guide
me.

They wanted us to cheer,
They want~ us to get close,
They wanted us to look like
fools!

One candle, then another
then another,
Ah circle, ah wheel
Hope! Power! The Raw
Energy of Life!
I found the adults ... !
They were all around me

Butwhereareallthead ults?
Cheer before you go here
Cheer before you go there
Cheer, cheer, cheer!
Butwhereareallthead ults?
We sit back and watch the
play.
Home, remember when?
Dead lines, anxiety, fear,
There were the adults!
We sit back and watch the
play.
I see the extremes,
I see the extremes in me!
I don't see the adults.

This space could be yours.
Voice an opinion and write us
a letter.

The lighted candles lead the

Perspective
To the Editor:
FRESHMAN CAMP

campus without due process. The
Conduct Board should protect
everyone's rights, and the secrecy
surrounding this organization just
proves the point again that the
administration of UNH is willing to do
anything to save the school's reputation.
Communication: We are
investing big bucks every year into the
institution, and the result is an apathetic
student body that feels it can't do
anything to dispute the total lack of
student involvement in the decision making that involves us. We need to tell
Gregg Sanborn, Dale Nitzschke, Gus
Kinnear and Steve Larson in particular
that we (lre sick of them making crucial
moves without our input. This trend has
got to stop.
See you on T-Hall lawn at 12:30.

S. Nadeau

I'm writing this in reply
to the article about the board's
decision to change Freshman
Camp.Thisismyfirsty earatUNH
and I thought Freshman Camp
would be very helpful. I had an
unforgettable experience! I hope,
despite the changes, the students
in the future emotionally grow as
much as I did.
I leavethis poem hoping
that others will feel the way I felt
at Freshman Camp!
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Stop the Death Before it Starts
The following is my personal opinion and though
I am an employee of The New Hampshire it does not reflect
the opinion of the paper.
As reported in this paper, more than a
hundred UNH students attended a rally for peace in
Boston on Saturday. I was one of those people and I
came home with a much stronger perception of how
wrong the current situation is in the Middle East.
Right now as we go about our daily
school\work\hang-out routine, thousands of men
and women our age are poised on the brink of an allout mechanized war. Such a concept is tough for us
to grasp. War to many of us is an abstract, one of
those bad things in the world that we feel bad about
but try to ignore so it doesn't upset us. What has to
be realized is that thousands of humans, American
and Iraqi, are g9ing to be wounded, maimed and
killed if war breaks out. We must stop looking at war
as a military option and realize what it is,
unimaginable horror that has to be averted at any
cost.
Many if not most of us have an idea what war
is about, but few really know. I was four years old
when Saigon was finally abandoned by the US. I
used to watch John Wayne movies and play guns and
participate in the romance of war as part of the
American mindset. My opinion has been changed by
years of experience to the contrary. In years past the
American public, myself included, has been exposed
to the horrors of war and its human cost by many
media accounts of the war in Vietnam. Such movies
as Platoon, Apocolypse Now, Full Metal Jacket, and
Born on the Fourth of July have shown us the terrible
costs and unwinable situations that exist as realities
in war. Books, articles, and documentaries have
further exhibited the nothing-but-bad aspect of war
that John Wayne never mentioned.
Hasn't the American public, UNH included,

by Donny Emerick

learned anything from such lessons? Even with all of traumatic deaths in warfare and then seeing their
the awful images of the nasty reality of war floating surviving comrades die of alcoholism and drug abuse
around in front of us we are waving the flag and has made them wary of another war. They don't wish
cheering US soldiers off to a chance of death in the for more young men to be put through what they
desert. Listen up folks, If war starts Americans will suffered through. I think they know more about war
die horrible deaths. Soldiers will come back in body than the politicians or diplomats that are currently
bags. Eighteen-year-old men will be flown home discussing doing it all again. Don't you?
with no legs or arms or maybe nothing but a torso.
I am an American. I am not trying to bash on
Doesn't anyone watch China Beach? Families will be Bush or his national policy. I know that he is trying
torn apart and ruined. Young lives will be snuffed to do what is somehow best for the country. Y-fe are
out before they can evEn start. Students like you and dependent on oil and Hussein's actions have put us
me, who signed up because of a promise of college on shaky ground. Then again so is the rest of the
education, will die.
western world and where are all Japanese, German,
Death is another abstract for most of us. French and English troops? I can say that we should
Speaking from my own experience as an emergencey have started working on solar power ten years ago
medical technician, there is nothing good at all about when Carter put federal money into the project only
death. It is the ultimate worst thing in the world. Can to be axed by Reagan, and I do. But the present
you think of anything worse? Maybe extended situation is due to our lack of effort in the field and
suffering before death, which will happen in a Middle now we are stuck. I must add that what Republicans
East war also. There is no glory in dying for your see as best for the country can actually be called what
country. That is a rationalization the politicians and is best .for big business, since they believe in the
generals use. There is just useless waste of life.
trickle down theories, but that is another Forum
The next question is why. Why will they die? · piece. What I am saying is that war is not the option
The answers are many, depending on who you listen and must be stopped before it s_tarts. I live in this
to, To stop "naked agression" according to Bush. To country and I don't want anyone to die for me. I don't
protect national energy security. To preserve oil want wasted lives on my conscious so I can have
profits for Exxon, Mobil, and Texaco. Whatever the cheap gas and Exxon can keep its profit margin up.
reason, war and death is not worth it.
A prominent speaker at the rally in Boston
Veterans have been some of the first people gave the group an ultimatum: "We have 45 days to
to speak up against a possible war situation. Does it stop this war before it starts." Now there are 42 days
not seem like a good idea to listen to them? They have until the deadline set by the United Nations. It is up
seen war first-hand and they are telling us it's not to us as responsible American citizens to speak up for
worth it. I may be wrong, but I feel a personal the thousands of men and women in Saudi Arabia
account of the horrors of combat and the years of who have no v_pice. Men and women who will die
post-combat nightmares seem a lot more truthful unless we speak up for them. Make your voice heard.
than the rhetoric about preserving democracy. Stop the death of Americans before it is too late. It
Veterans from previous wars fought for the same isn't anti-American to feel this way. I ask for the
political reasons. They say seeing their friends die preservation of American lives. Stop the war. Stop
the death. Before it starts.

No Place to R u n ~ ¢ ~
The following is also my own ~e:sonal comment
and doe:: not necesseraly reflect the opinion of the paper.
Maybe zt should:

advertisements nor writing of any kind except
elementary level commentary that went along with
the pictures. It pictured them in every imaginable
,Some~1me ago, as part o_f course work fo~ my and some unimaginable sexual acts. On the cover
women s studies class, I was ass1~ed tog~ to a video was a label listing the publication as for adults only
store and observe the X-rated fllms. I did that and and containing no violence. I fret to think what the
went a little further with the project. About the same others are like.
time I went to Ne"': York ~ity to see a seri~s of
Other things were very surprising aboutthe
concerts by my favonte music group. A male fn~nd place. There was a sign on the tables to "please keep
and I walked about Manhattan and at one pomt, both hands visible". There were a lot of men in the
through Times Square. All a~ound the area and up place and many looked like what I would consider
and down 42nd street are httle sto~es that most respectable members of society. I felt ashamed to
peo_Plerefertoaspornshops. Asl~asmthea~eaand evenbeintheplacebutafterjustafewmomentslgot
cunous a~ut _the ~tores I went mto one with the the feeling in there that there was nothing wrong at
school proiec~ m ~nd.
.
all, just a store full of pornography. The thought
. The fust thmg I no~ced was ~ow clean and really upset me. The walls were covered with II
well-ht the pl~ce was. It kmd of rerm~ded me of a marital aids" according to the sign. The majority of
record store w1~ black ~alls, c~om~ trim, and neon. which were rubber or latex copies of male and female
There was music playmg which I figured o~t was sexual organs, in many different varieties, shapes,
being ~iped dow~ from upstairs where the "live girl and colors. After a few long moments I had had more
sh~ws were taking place. Every so often _a f:male than enough of the place and left. My first thought
vmcew~~ldco~eona~dannouncethebe~n~rungof . was that I wouldn't want any other human being,
another show upstairs. It w:~ not ~urpnsm? that especially a woman, to see me leave the store. I was
she r~f~reed to the dancers as hve girls but it was ashamed to even be in such a place and was afraid
surpnsmgthatshewasa she. All the customers we~e that complete strangers would see me and think I was
men ~d most were spread out around th~ tables m in the store for personal pleasure. I bolted out and
the rm?dle of the store, ~bles covered with glossy down the block in a rapid fashion. No one even
magazines. One can easily guess the nature of the looked twice. Actually I almost ran down two men
publications and let us just say that every type of coming in as I left.
varietyofsexualacthaditsownspe~ializ~dmagazine.
I guess that is what shocked me the most.
Ther~ was gro~ps, bonda~e, racial rmxes, female Those places exist and they are considered part of the
dormnances, ~rumals, Nazis, etc .... Hundreds ~pon mainstream by everyone. The numbers aren't small

by Donny Emerick

filthy picture books co~t $10 or so and men must be.
buymg them. I was m that store and I felt real
un~omforta~le but n~body even looked ':1P from
their ~gazme. I was JUSt another guy lookmg for a
sex thnll.
.
That thought scared me. All those men mall
those stores, all the days of the year can never see
women as equal members_ o~ society. ~o way.
T~~usands of those stores eXIst m that one city alone.
BIilions of dollars a year are spent by men who want
to look at women.
.
.
If men could only ~eahze they can o~n their
e~es fo~ free. Op~n. their ey~s and reah~ how
d1sgustmg such activity really 1s. Open their eyes
an? see women as_equal humans rather tha~ sex~al
obJects: Open their eyes_ to the mutu~l satisfaction
and enJoymei:'-t of sexuality. Instead, m New York,
men open the_ir wallets and propagate pornography.
And people hke me run away.
I l~ked at the video !apes for this project t?o.
Lots of twisted sexual explmts. Lots of de?"~dation
of women. Lotsofabusebymenan_dsubrmss1veness
by women. Lots ?f leath~r and chams. Lots of group
sex, mostly m1:1lhples ?f women and one man. Lots
of male fantas1es_cormng true._ Not my fantasy ..
.
These videos were m New Hampshire,
b~hmd the counter. ~o funny looks from the clerk
either. I guess there 1s no place to run away from
pornography.
.
Donny Eme~ck is !he edito~ of this page ~nd

pnnted both of these pieces wntten by hzm because nothing

else had been submitted for publication.
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HELP WANTED?
HOUSING?
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A Public Service Message From
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
'

. '"

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
UNH'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER ·
IS NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR:
~
~
~

On The Spot Editor .
News Brief Editor
Sports Editor
~ Photo Editor
~ Copy Editors
~ Advertising Associates
~ Graphics Assistants
~ Production Assistants
Stop by Room 151, MUB and apply now!
The deadline is Friday, Nov. 30th.

...
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Up From The Paisl ey Unde rgro und
By J.W. Morss
Arts Staff Reporter
"When I see you, I just want to kiss you / But I know that ain't right, so I ask if
I can hold you," Mazzy Star's Hope Sandoval carefully intones on "Give You My Lovin,"'
one of many musical gems on the band's debut She Hangs Brightly. While the words from
the above song aren't complicated, they speak sad volumes about thoughts failing to
harmonize with their actions. But in the song Hope isn't looking to harmonize with
herself but her lover. The singer's longing is accentuated by the caressing instrumentation. Hope's hauntingly dark-eyed Nastassja Kinsky look just adds a wild luster to the
music's luscious veneer.
MazzyStar is singer Hope Sandoval and guitarist David Roback who've worked
together off and on for the past eight years, but who only last year formally joined forces
asMazzyStar and signed with Rough Trade. Both artists' musical roots spring from L.A.'s
paisley underground of the 80' s: Hope was part of a female duo called Going Home, while
Roback played for Rain Parade and Opal, the latter sort of a soft white underbelly version
of the Velvet Underground.
She Hangs Brightly refines Opal's strengths and falls somewhere between the
Cowboy Junkies on "Tuesday Morning" and the Jesus & Mary Chain in Darklands. Mazzy
Star's musically eerie feel should be commercially viable, considering the recent inroads
the band's Progressive soundalikes have made on the mainstream. "Blue Flower," the
first track culled from the work for airplay, grinds enjoyably underneath Sandoval's
positively Dylanish "Fourth Street" phrases. Roback's guitar chugs foggily along on the
softer cuts, e.g. "Halah" and "Be My Angel," like Dean Wareham's of Galaxie 500. Two
cuts, "She Hangs Brightly'' and "Ghost Highway," deviate from the work's overall
fluency with mixed results: the first track features a maniacal Manzarek (Doors keyboardist) motif which supports the abstract lyrical imagery, while the latter track is hopelessly
entangled in a simplistic riff.
She Hangs Brightly was reco,rded live in the studio with musicians William
Cooper and Sylvia Gomez as well as former Opal members Keith Mitchell and Suki. This
was also the line-up which took the stage at the Orpheum Theatre a few weeks ago to open
for the Cocteau Twins. The set was even, but short. Several tunes performed were not
from the debut. However, the set didn't last more than thirty minutes which was a shame.
Maybe the band themselves had expected to play longer because they abruptly left the
stage after half an hour without a word.
The audience was certainly receptive- as much as can be expected fur an act
opening for the Twins. Maybe Hope was feeling (she certainly was looking) a little
exposed standing alone at the center mike while her mates hunched over their instruments behind her in the darkness. Whatever the reason for the short(ened ?) performance,
there was no maybe about the impression Mazzy Star left on the audience: harmonious.
Everybody there saw with smiling eyes that this Star had just begun to rise.

Mazzy Star's Hope Sandoval

...
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Mr. Rabbit; Rumblings In The Cellar
The Nasty Truth About UNH's Newest Band
B J h D h t
Y O D. O er Y
News Editor

"It ain't Janet Jackson,"
bellowed Mr. Rabbit lead singer
Mike Rosenthal as he wiped the
drool from the side of his mouth.
''But it rocks!"
AndifthecrowdatATO
Saturday night was just a wee-bit
stiff and a little perplexed at the
five men sweating over instru·ments in the corner, Rosenthal's
description was still right on the
mark. Saturday's Mr. Rabbit
show (the band's fifth, my third)
was a breakthrough for the two
andahalfmontholdDover-based
band. They played, by many
estimates, their cleanest, tightest
set. This also marked the first
time the band played in an area
big enough so that Rosenthal
wasn't feeding other band members his elbows when he danced.
In the short time that
Mr. Rabbit ha.s been kicking
around in garages and basements,theyhavealreadygained

a reputation as a solid and solidly
funyoungband. Theuniqueguitar styles of Matt White
and Gigs create the signature sound of Mr.
Rabbit. Gigs ( who also
writes the "melancholic" lyrics), who is
trained in jazz and regsae, swaps leads with
the funkish, Stevie Ray
Vaughnesque style of
Matt. Bassist Jeff Condon and drummer
Nork - competent in
even the most alcoholic
of situations - keep
the framework of the
band always loose but
coherent. The band
jamsintenselywithout
waxing psychedelic,
the bane of many an
ill-fated cover band.
The Mr. Rabbit set covers a lot of
ground. They play
everything from a
SoundGarden-ish

hardcore tune ("Nobility Song"),
totheDoors-parody,spokenword

?ir'""'"""'i'"' ' -"""··.,)··,,,,,.,.,,rt,·>tHfJ@W%if:B

"Superficial Woman" ( their best
song). Theinfluencesoftheband,
ranging from Jazz,
to Bad Brains, to .
Frank Zappa, show
through without
succumbing the
curse of imitation.
And
whereas most new
bands rely very
heavily on crowd
pleasing covers, Mr.
·Rabbit'srepetoireis
mainly original. Of
their 23 songs, only
eight are cover
tunes, and not a one
of them escapes
without Rosenthal's
tongue-in-cheekvocal delivery and a
subtle guitar revamping a la Matt
and Gigs. The eight
covers that Mr. Rabbitdostayoutofthe
realm of the annoying beer-party genre, and, as

Rosenthal told one disappointed
ATO guest "we don't do the
Dead." The only thing I would
change is the closing BTO cover
"Takin' Care of Business," which
though infectious, gets a little
hokey after the first time.
Saturday's show was last
weekend's second Mr. Rabbitsoiree. The first was in Dover and
was more typical of Mr. Rabbit
thanATO. Pushedintoacomerin
the musty, open-brick basem~nt
with a ceiling so low one feared
the towering bassist might injure
himself during an instrumental,
Mr. Rabbit seemed very much at
home. The claustrophobic cellar.
was lit by two bare light· bulbs
forever being shaded by passing
bodies. Perhapsthecrowdedconditions under which this band was
born and developed dictated that
the members- save the gyrating,
hair-flipping Rosenthal - would
focus solely on their playing and
not their "performing". It works
Please see RABBIT page 21

New From Morrissey And The Cure
By Mathew Gross
A

R

rts eporter

Ah, the 80's. The Cure,
th
The Smi s - to me a nd many
othersthesetwobandsprovideda
soundtrack to the Apathetic Decade. Both Morrissey and the Cure
haverecentlyreleasedcompilation
albums. The fir st, a nd worst, is the
Cure's Mixed Up' released by Elektra. Whyis it so bad? Because, of
the twelve remixed songs, the beSt
fivehavebeenpreviouslyreleased

Student
Film
Screening
By Sean Carroll .
Arts Editor
Where Stories End, an
original film by UNH student
Guy Brooksbank will be
screened this Friday, December
7 at 7p.m. in room 4 of the Horton Social Sciences Building.
Where Stories End is a
thirty minute documentary that
Brooksbank made as his honors
thesis for the English department. Brooksbank describes the
film as being "an unstandard
documentary." It consists of
intercut conversations the film
maker had with a sampling of
UNH students, about whatever
they wanted to talk about.
All the film maker's
lines are cut out of the final edit,
however, and what is left are the
words of the students. "A real
definite feeling comes out of the
film," said Brooksbank in an
interview. Itturnsoutalotofthe
students had the same things on
their minds, a concern with the
world and its future."
The film, which will be
introduced by English Professor
Philip Nicoloff, is free and open
to the public.

as singles. With the exception of
the morosely plodding "Pictures
of You", the other six are shamefully bad, and the one new song
"Never Enough", is the most obvious Stone Roses rip-off I've
heard this year.
The point Robert Smith
missed, I think, is that extended
remixes are meant to be heard in
clubs, and not at home. With the
exceptionoftheNewOrder's 1987
Substance LP, no remix album has
ever worked, and Mixed Up certainly doesn't either.
Things are looking very
bad in the Cure's camp. Earlier
this year they released the boxedCD set Integration, which coinci-

dentally would be purchased in<livid ually for ·about five dollars
less. If you want to buy a good
Cure album, buy Faith or Pornography, early 80's albums that find
the Cure on the cutting edge of
music. Certainly avoid the latest
rehash, known by its purchas~rs
as Ripped Off.
On to Morrissey's Bona
Drag ("good hit") compilation,
out on to Sire records. It has been
two years and eight months since
VivaHateappearedontheshelves,
and in that time Morrissey has
releasedfourothersingles.Finally
and deservedly they have been
collected. Bona Drag features "Last
of the Famous International Play-

boys", "Suedehead", "November
Spawned a Monster", ·"Interesting Drug'', etc. - and one is re-_
minded that these are very good
songs. Various B-sides are ineluded. "Disappointed" ishilarious; Morrissey says, ''This is the
last song I will ever sing" and a
crowd roars its approval. "Will
Never Marry'' is~ beautiful, melancholy piece of orchestrated
strings, and in "Such A Little
Thing'' Morrissey announces that
"most people keep their brains
between their legs."
Bona Drag is even better
than Viva Hate, but for true fans
who have collected all of Mozza' s
singles, thereisonlyonenewsong:

"Piccadilly P~lare", a tale which
features Morrissey as a male prostitute in the 1970's Manche ster.
Quiteawayfrom thecelibateangst
of "This Charming Man." One
thinglnoticedisthatMorrissey's
best B-sides ("I Know Very Well
How I Got My Name", "Michael's
Bo s") are missing from this
compilation. In fact, there is one
song missing from each single,
0st ensibly to get you to buy every
single as well as Bona Drag. Which
iski nd0fu nd erhand ed,whenyou
think of it.
Morrissey's second studio album, Kill Uncle, is to be released in February, with a forthcoming single due next month.

THE
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ROMANCE and QUIET MOMENTS
IN OUR PRIVATE HOT TUB ROOM RENTALS.
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RABBIT, from page 20
for Mr. Rabbit.
After playing the night before, Mr. Rabbit was confident and
able to give up their best musical
performance to date on Saturday.
At times it seemed the magic of
Mr.Rabbit-therapportthe band
has with their following - was
lost on the Greek crowd. After all,
the crowd danced just as hard for
Janet Jackson tapes between sets
as they did for Mr. Rabbit.
The usual crowd of familiars
at Mr. Rabbit helped spawn the
sassy attitude of the band. The
first time I saw Mr. Rabbit, Rosenthal kept screaming something
about "them", and how "they took
B-Lot". And Friday night he did
his off-the-cuff George Bush iinitation/ satire about Saddam (pronounced Sah-Damn) Hussein.
Also, the only thing that can interrupt Mr. Rabbit in the throes of a
fiery set are trips to the keg or the
bathroom - and Rosenthal is not

above drinking out of an ash-encrusted cup to quench his thirst ( I
know, I saw).
One sad note, though; Mr.
Rabbit may be the best band in a
long time to come out of Durham
but they may be the best band that
almost was. Rosenthal is taking~
semester in Spain and his vocals
and stage presence will be hard to
replace. But with Gigs - who
started off singing, too- at the
songwriting helm, the setback will
hopefully be short-lived.
On December 13, Mr. Rabbit
will leave the basements behind
- temporarily - and take the
stage at the Stone Church for a
three-hour show. Blaise Masse
will be lending his ample harmonica talents as he did once in Lee.
Mr. Rabbit. Home brewed,
UNH rockers and reelers. Ask for
them by name. And bring a clean
cup for Mike.

If you took the time to read this,
so would your customers.

For advertising information
contact:
The New Hampshire
Business Office
Room 110B, MUB
or call 862-1323.

i ® 1f
Write for
the Sports
Pages!
Any Bright

Hey
Advertisers!
Help us serve you
better...
Ad deadlines help us plan ahead. Please
get your ads in to the Business Office (room
11 OB, MUB) by the following times:

For insertion in Tuesday's edition:
For insertion in Friday's edition:
The Business Office is open:
Monday, Wednesday, & Friday;

l 0:00am-2:00pm
Tuesday & Thursday;

l 0:00am-4:00pm

Only 21 shopping
days left.

Merry Christmas!

Ideas
Lately?

How about
writing for
The New
Hampshire?

stop by rm.
151 in the MUB
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~T.J.
Wheeler
and
the
Sn1okers
.........._-,,-8 p.m., Friday, December 7, 1990
MUB Pub, Memorial Union
University of New- Han1pshire
A historical discussion/ slideshow of the most influential musical
art form ever-the Blues
An energetic delivery covering a broad spectrum of music
from rural blues to sleek but sassy, jazz blues,
renewing one's spirit and energy
A live, latin spiced beat, performa·nce by Blues and Jazz
·guitarist/ singer/ activist T.J. Wheeler and the Smokers

Students with ID $2 • General Admission $3
Refreshments will be served
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SCOPE says... Crunch time is the best time for

A night to unwind when you .

·· need it most! .

Wednesday,
December 5
9;00 pm MUB PUB
$2 SAFO students

$5 Non-students

... We'll keep you laughing
your way through finals ...
UNH students must present valid ID!

._
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Th e best way
to wrap up the term.

.

What better way than with an IBM Personal
System/2. ® Make your holidays really happy and
the new year a lot less hectic with a computer
designed for your college needs.
See how the PS/2 ®was designed just for you
with a mouse that makes it easy to use and a
special student price* that makes it even easier to
own. Create impressive papers, graphics, and
spreadshee ts with preloaded·software, including
Microsoft®Windows™ 3.0.

Act before December 31, 1990, and you'll receive
a TWA ® Certificate entitling you to a round - trip
tickeffor $149**/ $249.** Plus a free TWA
Getaway ® Student Discount Card-appli cation.
You'll also get a great low price on the PRODIGY® t
service.
It's been a great term. And eventually all good
things must come to an end. But with.an IBM
PS/2, you can be sure of a really great, new
beginning.

While supplies last..•
Get FREE SOFTWARE and an EPSON LX-810 printer for only $150 with the purchase
of any IBM® system.
FREE SOFfWARE
-Microsoft Works
- Managing your Money by Andrew
Tobias
-King's Quest IV

EPSON LX - 810 PRINTER
9-pin Dot Matrix Printer
$150 (25% off regular price) with purchase of any
IBM PS/2 between now and December 31, 1990

\111\~ NIVER SI TY
==-~
-- -- - ---~-.=@

-------.,
- - -- ----_
-~-·
--..

~ Technology Center
Thompson Hall, Room 14A
Monday - Friday • 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
(603) 862-1328 • N.H. (800) 245-7773

Orders ue subject to availability. PriCl!S are subject lo change md IBM may withdraw the offer at my time without written notice. ••valid for any 1WA
destination in the continental U.S. or Puerto Rico for
travel September 16, 1990, through Dec:ember 19, 1991, at the following round-trip faies: $149.00 round-trip for travel from September 16, 1990, through
June 1~ 1991, and September 16, 1991, through December 19,
1991, $249.00 round-trip for travel Jane 15, 1991, through September 15, 1991. Seals are limited. Fare is non-refundable 14-day advarce pun:h~ blackout
dates and certain other restridions apply. Complete
details will be shown on certifiate. Applicants for 1WA's Getaway Student Discount Card mast be fall-time students between the ages of 16- 26. t Receive
the PRODIGY Start-up kit, a 2600 bps Hayes~ PeJSOnal
Modem, a software connection package, and three months of service for only $99.00 · • IBM, Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered lrademalcs of
International Business Machines Corporation. Microsoft is a
registered tradem.uk of Miaosoft Corporation. 1WA is a regwered service m.uk of Trans Wodd Airlines, Inc. 1WA Getaway is a registered trademark
of Trans Wodd Airlines, Inc. PRODIGY is a registered
service made and tradem.uk of Prodigy Services Company, a partnemhip of IBM and Seam. Hayes is a registered trademark of Hayes Microoompater
Products, Inc. -.. Windows is a trademark of Microsoft
Corporation.
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CLASSI FIED A I IS
FOR AD INFO:
necessary, mornings. Call Dan
692-4764.

Commodore 128 for sale.
Included: monitor, printer and
paper, disk drive, disks, other
accessories. $700 /best offer.
Call 862-7798.
20 gal fish tank, filters, hood,
air-pump less than 1 year old.
$85 or b.o. Andy-868-3053.
1986 Dodge Omni, Black,
excellent c_o ndition w / new all
season radials, tune up oil and
alignment $2,100 or b.o. 8625441
Boss Ds-2 Turbo Distortion
pedal with AC adapter
included. No batteries! $70,
contact Ryan C. at 4364.
Mountain Bike - Moria by L.L.
Bean. Shimano Components. 3
months old. Little offroad use.
Great all around bike. Call Jeff,
868-6989.
Burton Snowboards, used but
not abused, prototypes,
exclusive design. Size 8 Burton
Megat1ex ooots. Lall 1'etsy 4" 15245.
Klipscn Kg 4 speakers $500,
Denon CD player $200,
Yamaha Equilizer $125, Beans
leather jacket $200, Call 8683904 leave message.

,~~ol~I]
Students: Make $200 daily doing
construction work part time.
Write: Rabe, Post Box 329,
Gilsum, N.H. 03448.
Earn $500-$1,500/wk part-time
stuffing envelopes in your home.
For free information, send a
long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to: P.O. Box 4645, Dept.
P103, Albuquerque NM, 87196
Wanted: Student ski reps. SKI

FREE!!! Looking for adventure
on the slopes this winter?
Become a campus ambassador.
Just 3-4 hours a week earns you
a season of skiing FREE. For
more information call the
Marketing Department at
Gunstock. (603)-293-4341.
Sell phone card - no surcharge
.20 a minute - anywhere in U.S.
Also voice mail - Residual
income call 617-545-2508.
Wanted starting next semester
helper for handicapped person
$6.25 an hour. No experience

WINTER CAMPING
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED to
work with youth groups on
weekend adventures in Jan. and
Feb. Staff training Dec. 27-30.
Openings for Instructors,
Assistant Instructors, and
Interns. Please call Brent Bell at
DWC 625-6431.
Disabled person in search of
personal care assistant for winter
break salary, $6.25/hr. Job
consists of personal grooming,
meal preparation, house
cleaning, food shopping. For
more info call 868-1986. Leave
message.
Earn $6 hr, credits and
experience as an accounting
assistant. Call Field experience
862-1184. Job #90147.
"I see hundreds of resumes a
year invariably the most
attractive ones are those whose
work experience began with
college internships" - let us help
you! Field Experience 862-1184.

~ I
IHOUSINGl!il I

ROOM 110B, MUB
CALL 862-1323

1 or 2 females needed for 3
bedroom apartment in
Newmarket for spring
semester. On bus route. Call
Sue 659-8528.

1/2 DUPLEX YOUNG DRIVE
SECOND SEMESTER $6930.00
per semester 6 people max Sorry
no Pets Call THE FISHER
AGENCY 742-6242.

"Unfurnished Apartment,
Dover Spacious 2-bedroom
apartment, off street parking,
easy access to Coast Bus Stop,
family neighborhood, walk to
downtown, No Pets, $450.00
monthly plus utilities, sec.
deposit and lease required.
"436-1882

THREE BEDROOM apartment
in Dover, Off street night
parking, Hot water included,
sorry no pets. $650/mo 4 people
max 742-6242.

I-Shirts
=

u,~~A/

~TM

Fox Run Mall
Newington, NH
431-4355

Screenprinting
and
Embroidery

I

DOVER - Roommate needed for
"new" 2bdrm apartment. Near
Coast bus stop. Heat, hot water,
dishwasher, off-street parking
included. Washer/dryer fac. at
complex. Contact Jason at 7433874 (leave a message).
1 sublettor wanted for 3 BR Apt.
in Newmarket on KVan route.
Call Steph evenings 659-8528.
Attractive 2-room apartment for
rent in Dover. Perfect for one
person; on Karivan rte; $395/mo
+ electric. Call 743-0860
Roommate needed for spring
semester!! Single room with
three other rommates. On main
St. Durham. Great Location!!
Only $245 mo + utilities. Call
Kelley 868-3829
Cozy 2 bedroom apartment.
Heat included. No pets - country
setting in Lee, N.H. Call 6595051.
For rent -Completely furnished
apartment in private home on
Madbury Rd one mile from THall; 1 1 /2 bedrooms, full bath,
cable, carpeted, parking, no pets,
non-smokers preferred. $550 @
month plus utilities; security
deposit negotiable; available Jan.
1. Call 868-5037.

Wearables - Buttons
Pens - Stickers - Etc.

Artist on Staff
........................................................
...................... . .
.......

. . . . . . . . . . U.NH. . . . . . . . . . .. .
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..............................................................
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NEWMARKET- Enjoy
SPECTACULAR SUNSETS,
Lovely 2 Bedroom, Open
Concept Ranch, 1 /2 acre,
Exclusive Neighborhood,
excellent Condition, Energy
Efficient, Fully Applianced
(Washer/Dryer), Sunny
Spacious Rooms, Full Basement/
Attic $725 plus Utilities, Faculty,
Staff, Grad Students Only. Call
659-5851.
DOVER - Roommate needed for
"new'' 2bdrm apartment. Near
Coast bus stop. Heat, hot water,
dishwasher, off-street parking
included. Washer/dryer fac. at
complex. Contact Jason at 7433874 (leave a message).
HAMPTON BEACH: $100. wk.
& up for year round & Winter
rentals. 1 to 4 bedrooms
furnished and unfurnished. Bird
Real Estate 603-926-4395.

Four bedroom, colonial,
charming in-town location.
Professionals/families. No pets.
Sublease available midDecember. $950/Month plus
utilities. 868-2635.
Dover - Quiet, responsible
female seeks same to share 2
bedroom apartment. $237.50
includes heat, hot water. No
smoking, pets. Julie 749-6658.
NOVEMBER-MAY RENT AL
HAMPTON BEACH: Three
bedroom house fully furnished
$450.00/month plus utilities.
617-246-1431 after 6:00 p.m.
Durham - Spring semester,
Davis Court, 2 non-smoking
roommates needed to share 2 BR
np1.., ..,L,J..,, 111v u,uuaes heat anu
hot water. 868-7314.
Studio room for sublease Durham - Kitchenette - 5 minute
walk to campus will work out
deal! 508-692-2108 or 868-2192 Chad.
Durham 2nd semester 1 block
from campus, one bedroom
apartment in quiet private home.
Seperate entrance 1 or 2 people.
Utilities included. No smoking
$1,475 for 1, $2000 if 2 868-9660.
Sublettor needed for Spring
Semester. Large room, Dover,
180/mo. + utilities. Washer/
dryer, off st. parking, k-van,
contact Steve 749-1789.
DURHAM - Beautifully
furnished apartment available
Dec. 12th through May or June.
Great location off route 4 near
bay. Lovely view! 2 bedrooms,
bath, kitchen with breakfast
nook and large dining/ living
room with fireplace. $700 per
month includes all utilities and
plowing. Call broker at 868-5777
to see.
DOVER - Roommate needed for
"new'' 2bdrm apartment. Near
Coast bus stop. Heat, hot water,
dishwasher, off-street parking
included. Washer/dryer fac. at
complex. Contact Jason at 7433874 (leave a message).

lil.RVICES

I

Word Processing - Fast, accurate,
$1.50 per double spaced page.
Research and editing services
available. Delivery to campus
$1.00 extra. 659-2359.
Attention students: We will
screen print t-shirts, hats,
sweats, etc. for your fraternity,
sorority, sports team, club,
activist groups, or any school
event. Quality printing at
wicked low prices. We deliver,
rush service available. Call
Screen Gems at (603)474-5353
call now for quotes on any item.
Horses boarded $200 /month
several box stalls still available
in brand new 17 stall horse barn;
only 2 miles from unh. Stop by
and see our facilities at 452
Packes Falls Rd., Lee, NH or call
Fisher Brook Farm at 659-8144.
Word Processing - Fast, accurate
$1.50 per double spaced page.
Research and editing services
available. Delivery to campus
$1.00 extra. 659-2359

I PERSON~II
Jess - Hey little sis! Hang in
there, the best is yet to come! I
love ya! Colleen

Hey WD40 - What's up, haven't
talked to you in a while. Give
me a call sometime. Love, Paula
Abdul.
.. .. I jumped up and missed that
branch, now don't you fret, now
don't you frown, 'cause I caught
that branch, on the way back
down, .... You're starting to rub
off on me. But I don't mind, it's
kind of neat and fun. Thanks for
adding different and crazy
dimensions to my life (even if
they're not so useful all the time)
Rich - I just wanted to say "Hi"
and let you know I've been
thinking about you a lot. I'm
very glad we met and have
become so close. Thank you for
always being such an excellent
friend. You're quite a unique
individual and will always be a
very important person in my
live.
Thank you John C., Steve,
Seppy, Alan, Ben, Kathy C.,
Duck, the Hunter Gents, Ross,
Beth, the Sweeney Sisters, Scott
Chesney, the NH Gents, Maria,
Sandy, Alex, and all of the
Hunterites ad Friends who not
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only gave me the BIGGEST
SURPRISE OF MY LIFE, but
made last Thursday night one
which I will NEVER forget!
Thanks for being such a BIG
part of all my best times at
UNH! Come visit me sitting
under the PALM TREES soon!
_ LOVE, MARCY
Congratulations New KD
Council - President - Kim
Vare, VP- Pledge Education Kristin Daniels, - VP Standards - Tiffany Ryder, VP
-Public Relations- Michelle
Lilly, - VP - Membership.Kathy Irvine, - Treasurer•Cynde Jeans, - Asst. Treasurer
- Martha Landry, - Secretary Jen Rebecchi, - Panhellenic
Rep. - Sheila Anderson. Love
& AITT, "old" KD council
Kim, You'll be a great
President. We're behind you
and the new KD council. The
sisters and pledges of Kappa
Delta.
BIRGER - We don't have eight
magical symbols of our love,
but you' re all the magic I
need, poopsie! - Umbrella
Woman.
THEY'RE BACK! STUART
WILHOIT AND LATE NIGHT
AT UNH! FRIDAY,
DECEMBER 14th - GRANITE
STATEROOM-TWO
DOLLAR ADMISSION 11 pm 2am!

Becks, please quit looking like
such an unbelievably hot babe
during volleyball, you are
-sfartmg"tc>'ta.Ke my nima oft
the game. P.S. You don't need
to hang around bad influences
like Schotz and McMuffin to
have a good time. Love,
Volleyball God.
Students: Find out how to get
your housing paid while
attending college. Write:
Rabe, Post Box 329, Gilsum,
N.H.03448.
ADOPTION - Happy
financially secure woman
eager to share my undivided
love with a child. Your wishes
matter. Call Judie collect 508744-12823. Confidential,
expenses paid as legal.
WENDY SKINNER
"CONGRATS." YOU
DESERVE IT. WELCOME TO
ALPHI PHI. AOE, YOUR BIG
SISTER EM
RELAX BEFORE FINALS!!
LATE NIGHT AT UNH FRIDAY DEC.14thGRANITE STATE ROOM TWO DOLLARS ADMISSION
AND AN EXCITING TIME!
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY TERESA!!!
Love, Movict

Cruise Shio Jobs

HIRING Men• Women. ~mmer/Year
Round.,PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR
r QUIDF3, RECREATION PERSONNEL.
Excellent pay pl~ FREE travel Caribbean,
Hawaii, Bahamu, South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOW! Call refundable.

Jerry - Have you fallen off the
face of the earth again?
Female Roommate wanted two bedroom apt. 237.50 per month
(includes heat). Near Kari-van.
Quiet, responsible. Call 6596791. Available December.
Fresh powder at Park City, Utah.
Sun in Bahamas and Barbados.
Spring Break '91. UNH Ski Club.
Call us 862-1013.

ADOPTION - Professional
couple, UNH graduates wish to
adopt a health baby. Legal &
confidential. Expenses paid. Call
our attorney Gregg collect 603772-4500.
LEARNING BARTENDING Make mid-year break pay-off for
you this year. Prepare for a good
paying parttime or summer
bartending job. Learning is easy
and fun. Special one-week day
course Jan. 7-11. Enrollment
limited, inquire soon. We will
also be offering our regular 2
and 5 week evening courses.
Master Bartender School, 84
Main St., Newmkt, NH 03857.
Tel. 659-3718.
Gina and Anne, I didn't want
you two to get through another
semester without a personal, so
here it is. Anne, watch out for
those carriages .... Gina, I'm still
around - haven't fallen asleep at
the wheel again (yet!). Good
luck on finals!
Dear. students.., Eacnlt~ ;\nd
anyone else, If you have any old
clothes that you don't want
Please Call me at 1-207-698-1463.
I'll take them to the Salvation
Army to help people out.

Fresh powder at Park City, Utah.
Sun in Bahamas and Barbados.
Spring Break '91. UNH Ski Club.
Call us 862-1013.

WAKE N' BAKE!! Spring break
in JAMAICA/CANCUN from
$429.00!! Organize group travel
free!! Early birds get free t-shirt!
1-800-426-7710
SKI TUNES - UNH Ski Club Drop off Tues pick up Thurs
Black Diamond Tuners. Good
prices. Info Call 862-1013.

HEY SEAN!!! -You didn't
think I'd let you graduate
without getting an official TNH
personal! Did you?! Hey, good
luck at the station! Too bad
you've got to move out. ..but
Mez has her own place, anyway!
:-) Have a happy graduation,
and I'll see you at your party!
-The Other Guy.

1-206 -736-0775, Ext. 600N

Intercollegiate Ski Fest

$269

SKI FEST PACKAGE

PER PERSON
3 OR MORE
PER UNIT

Includes
A 5 days sk11ng

DBL. DCC.
RATE: $289
PER PERSON
DEC. 16 - 21, 1990
JAN. 1 · 6, 6 - 11,
13 · 18, · 1991

-

1

~

A 5 nights ski-home ::iccommodauons m Ktlhngton Village
A Daily on-mountain compeuons
A Awards pames wtth great pnzes
A Apres-ski and rnghmme pames
A Ski racmg climes
A Vermont tax
•
Lower rates for groups of 20 or more
For information and brochure call

1-800-343-0762
K1/hngton Rd., Killington, Vennont 05751 (802)422-3101

Speak out!!!
Write for the
University
Forum.
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WILDCATESSEN

SEMESTER BREAK OPENINGS

$19.25

Entry level
pay rate

For early consideration, interviewnow and begin after finals. Call
nearest office:
Portsmouth, N.H.
Nashua, N.H.
Boston suburbs, Ma.
Worcester, Ma.
Rhode Island
Fitchburg, Ma.
Portland, Me.
South Shore, Ma.

(603) 964-8997
(603) 891-1545
(617) 449-5565
(508) 852-1680
(401) 946-0150
·(508) 687-9944
(207) 773-2233
(617) 837-8855

LARGE PIZZAS
at Small Pizza
Prices <~~s

Now- throug h
Friday , 12/7
. Hours: Sunday 5:00 pm to
midnight
Monday - Thursday 9:00 am to
midnight
Friday 9:00 am to 2:00 pm

Capable.
Affordable.
Adaptable.
Affordable.
Transportable.
Affordable.
When it comes to increasing productivity at an economical price,
there's no tool that's more able.

not expect -- such as the ability to network and the Apple SuperDrive
disk drive, which lets the Classic read from and write to MS-DOS, 0S/2,
and ProDOS files.

Meet the Macintosh Classic computer. It's the most affordable
Macintosh, yet it can handle a variety of basic home, office, and
clas.5room applications, such as word processing and spreadsheet
analysis.

The Classic can easily go where you need to go, when you need
to go there. Its integrated design, light weight and built-in carrying
handle are ideal for a person on the move.

The Classic is a complete Macintosh. Its monitor, keyboard,
mouse and system software are all included, as are extras you might

So come in and see a demonstration. And see a new value in
personal computing that couldn't be /more respectable. Or affordable.

See for yourself how, able the
new Macintosh Classic is!
Stop by the University Technology Center
for a demonstration.

Available.
/

.

~UNIVERSITY

\V) Technology Center
• Thompson Hall, Room 14A •
• M-F, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. • 862-1328 •
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Sports Staff Reporter

.

Throughout the country
there are many competitive basketball conferences and the Big
East is one of them. Last Saturday night, the UNH men's basketball team faced one of those
Big East teams; the Friars of
Providence College.
Over 8,100 fans showed up
in Providence to watch the Friars
hand the Wildcats their third
loss of the season,103-70. It was
the54th time in P.C. history that
the Friars scored over 100 points
in a game. In the three games
that they have played so far this
season, the Friars have scored
over 100 points, giving you an
indication of just what kind of
team the UNH men's basketball
team was up against.
"I see Providence as being
one of the top three teams in the
Big East at the end of the season," said senior forward Eric
Theilen. ''This was a good test
for us."
''They were a really good
team," said junior guard Jeff
Carr. ""They were much better
than Boston College, hands

down." BC defeated UNH in
overtime last week.
Theilen led the team in scoring and rebounding with 16
points and 7 boards. Carr had 12
points while freshman Tommy
MacDonald poured in 11.
The 'Cats started off slowly,
scoring only ten points in the
firsttenminutesofplay.Granted
they didn't shoot well from the
floor, but give a lot o{ that credit
to the nagging · Providence defense. They harassed the UNH
offense for the entire 40 minutes
of play.
"We tried a few different
things with Providence, " said
UNH head coach Jim Boylan.
''They had so much talent, and
they were deep too. They just
wore us down."
''You were only open for a
split second, if at all," said Carr.
''You always had a guy in your
face. There were no wide open
shots."
The Friars didn't let up, on
defense or on offense. They
caused UNH to turn over the
ball and then their offense knew

exactly what to do with the ball
once they got it. The Friars took
an early lead and never looked
back. They led at half-time, 5435.
When any team goes up
against an opponent who plays
tenacious defense, as well as having consistent outside shooting,
they are in for a long night, and
the Wildcats were. The Friars
were led by Eric Murdock, who
moved into 12th place on the alltime Providence scoring list.
Murdock scored 24 points, while
Cory Floyd had 18 and Ken
McDonald 17.
"Weare taking good shots,"
said Theilen. "We're just not
making them." The 'Cats will
need more consistent shooting if
theyaretocompetewith the likes
of NCAA Tournament teams
such as UConn or Providence.
"I think part of it is we need
to be more confident in ourselves," said Theilen. "I think
it'll come."
Catch the basketball action
tonight as UNH hosts UMass at
7:30.

MORROWS
(cont'd from p. 31)

players' thinking. The Morrows
are happy with the 'Cats 9-3 start,
but aren't letting it get to their
heads.
"We lost a couple of games
we shouldn't have," Scott said.
"Now we know we can't take any
teams lightly. If we don't do it, it's
our own fault."

"I think we're going to win a
lot of hockey games," Steve said,
"unless we go out there thinking
we're better than everyone. It will
pay off. Whether it's a Hockey East
championship or NCAA (tournament) bid who knows? But that's
what we're working towards." For
the Morrows the work never stops.

before you need it. Scott [who
played in the 1989 U.S. Olympic
Festival] is not as well organ. ized as Steve, but he always gets
things done," said Umile.
Hard work and avoiding
complacency are central to both

UNH

UNH
Athlete

Athlete

of the

ofthe

Week

Week
Name: Karen Akre, Senior,

presented
Sport:
by:

Prince Albert, Sask

Women's Ice Hockey

Senior assistant captain Karen
Akre led the UNH women's ice
hockey team to a 5-1 win over
_Cornell University Saturday, as
she scored two goals. Akre
provided the Wildcats with the
game winner as she scored on
the power-play in the second
period. She is currently UNH's
leading
scorer with four goals
HAYDEN
and
four
assists. The Wildcats
SPC)RTS
are 3-0 on the season and face
their toughest challenge
38 Main Street . Wednesday, as the team travels
Durham,NH
to face Northeastern University
03824
in a 7:00 P.M. game.

Look for the ''Athlete of the Week" every
Tuesday, ONLY in The New Hampshire!

presented
by:

HAYDEN
SPC)RTS
38 Main Street
Durham,NH
03824

Name: Karen Bye Sophomore,

Sport:

River Falls, WI

Women's Ice Hockey

Bye, a forward on the UNH
women's ice hockey team,
paced the Wildcats to a pair of
victories this week as she
scored game-winning goals over
both Dartmouth (4-1) and
Princeton (8-1). Bye, the
Wildcats' leading scorer last
season, gave UNH its second
goal to lead them past the Big
Green in Tuesday's season
opener. Against Princeton, she
contributed a hat trick and
assisted on another goal. UNH,
the defending ECAC Champion,
is now 2-0 on the season.

Look for the ''Athlete of the Week" every
Tuesday, ONLY in The New Hampshire!
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Hockey's Morrows: Brothers in Arms
Siblings set a physical tone for Wildcats
By Glenn Sabalewski

Sports Staff Reporter
The way they play hockey is
similar. Brothers Steve and Scott
Morrow of the UNHhockeyteam
have been dishing out a combination of punishing checks and
finesse hockey on the same rink
for years.
Savo Mitrovic, a junior and
classmate of the brothers, is a
physical player as well. He is also
a linemate of Scott Morrow, who
is 6'3" and 200 lbs:
"We get each other fired up
for the games," Mitrovic said.
"Scott will yell at me on the ice
and say, 'Mitchy we're not hitting these guys. ' And I look at
him and say we shouldn't even
be out on the ice, because hitting
is our style."
"Sometimes I go into the corner and I hear him screaming
from behind me, 'Hit him! Nail
him through the boards!', and
vice versa. When we start hitting
we get the fire in our eyes and we
look at each other and smile out
there."
Vermont's Travis Lehouiller
would be a good person to ask
about playing against Steve Morrow, who goes6'3" and 205 lbs. In
this _season's opening game he
was skating full speed down the
right boards with the puck. Then
he ran into a stationary Steve Morrow. Lehouiller was upended
and, lanq_ed flat on his back.
·
Dick U mile, UNH interim
coach, will tell you Steve Morrow
dedicates his life to hockey and
training. "He is the strongest kid
onourteamandoneofthestrongest kids in college hockey," Umile

ministration major, would like
to go into his father's investment management business
some day. '1 might as well take
advantage of the academics here
instead of just throwing away
four years," he said.
Scott, who is a communications major, is less certain about
his future after hockey. Steve,
drafted by the Philadelphia
Ayers, and Scott, property of
the Hartford Whalers, both
want careers in hockey. They
are both guarded about their
chances.
Umile isn't guarded at all in
his opinion of theMorrow' s future in hockey. ''There is no
doubt in my mind that they'll
both play in the National
Hockey League," said U mile,
who scouted for the St. Louis
Blues for two seasons. 'They
have key ingredients the NHL
looks for like strength. They are
the type of players who may
even be better in the pros."
Umile said · both Morrows
are dedicated, but he said he
has never seen a player train as
hard as Steve, who he described
as "a little more introverted"
than his brother. "Steve will
have everything done two days

~t:::~'.{!{;
UNH junior defenseman Steve Morrow.

said.
'The kid lives in the weight
room," said fellow defenseman
Jim McGrath. "He is very dedicated. You rarely see him out.
His ultimate goal is the NHL,
and he lives for it. He lives and
breathes hockey."
The Morrows are just about

a year apart in age. Steve was born
in ·April, 1968 and Scott in June,
1969. Their hometown is listed as
Plano, Texas. They actually lived
in Chicago until about five or six
years ago when they moved to
Texas, Scott said. Then they spent
two years at Westminster, a private school in Connecticut. Their
last stop before UNH was one year
at Northwood Prep in Lake Placid,
NY.
How did the Morrows develop such a physical style?
"Where we grew up in Chicago
there werealotofCanadianplayers," said Steve. '1t was Canadianstyle hockey. It's just a rougher
game. Our roles are to be physical
players and sometimes you gotta
pay the price with hits after the
whistle. It's part of the game."
The Morrows are far from
one-dimensional players. They
are responsible for as many pucks
going in the nets as bodies landing on the ice. Scott is tied for the
team lead with seven goals. Steve
has nine assists, one behind team
leader Frank Messina.
Umile said Scott's goal-scoring is an unexpected bonus. '1'd
expect him to get his fair share of
goals," he said. "Yet he's the guy
you'll see down below the goal
line getting the puck and blocking
shots in the defensive zone."
Steve has been racking up
assists, but the biggest part of his
game is keeping the puck out of
the UNH net. "Everything you
look for in a defenseman, he personifies," Umile said. "He's big,
he handles the puck well and he
has great range. He does all aspects of the game very well."
The Morrows said they come
from an athletic family. They have
both always looked up to their

parents and wereencouraged and
supported by them in whatever
they did, especially hockey.
In fact, Steve, a business ad-
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Cornell falls
to 'Cats,5-1

By Heather Grant

Sports Editor
With the exception of one
power play goal, the visiting Cornell offense was useless as they
faced off against the undefeated
UNH women's hockey team.
Senior Assistant captain Karen
Akre paced the Wildcats with two
goals, in the 5-1 slaughter of the
Big Red last Saturday afternoon at
Snively. The Lady 'Cats moved to
3-0 on the season.
Cornell netminder Chantal
Toth held the UNH squad at bay,
turning away 18 shots and allowingonlyonegoalinthefirststanza
by scrappy sophomore center
Colleen Coyne. Coyne, who was
allovertheice,scoredona breakaway at 11:18 in the first period,
giving UNH a 1-0 lead.
The Lady 'Cats took control
in the second period, as Akre took
afeedfromjuniorDawnHarris,to
slip a corner shot past Toth. At
11:31, junior Karyn Bye took a wild
slap shot off a Coyne face-off,
giving UNH a 3-0 lead at the end
of the period. Cornell was unable

to retaliate against the UNH onslaught.
Cornell's only goal came on a
power play, three minutes into
the third period, when junior Jeri
Maerz followed up a Cornell slapshot, slipping the puck past Erin
Whitten (15 saves).
UNH' s Shawna Davidson
powered her way around the right
side, only one minute later, stuffing the puck past the fallen (actually plowed over) Cornell keeper,
giving UNH a comfortable 4-1
lead. Akre would collect her own
rebound, and net the puck, to finis~ off the scoring with less than
t~o minutes remaining in the
contest.
It was a needed victory for
the Lady 'Cats, as they will travel
to face arch-rivals Northeastern
this Wednesday and will host
ProvidenceonSaturday.Asin the
past, both teams should give the
UNH team some tough competition and give them an indication
of where they stand in the ECAC.

. ,,

The UNH women's hockey team has only given up three goals this year. (photo by Don Carlson)

'Cats' reveng e!
By Glenn Sabalewski

1 at 15:18 of the first period and
Sports Staff Reporter
became the 39th player in the
UNH junior right wing Savo
UNH history to record 100 points
Mitrovic spoke about the virtues
in a career when he blasted a shot
of aggressive hitting and intimipast Warrior goalie Steve
dating hockey after the Wildcats
D' Amore (47 saves) off a faceoff
defeated Merrimack 6-3 on Satwon by Flanagan.
urday night before 3,011, the
Winnes and Flanagan
biggest Snively Arena crowd of
hooked up again at 8:24. Winnes
the season.
fed Flanagan for his 7th on the
"You look at Kevin Thomseason from behind the net, after
son, he's been hitting," Mitrovic
receiving a pass from Klym. UNH
said. "Jeff St. Laurent is playing
carried the 2-1 lead into the first
physical hockey. You can't play
intermission. Flanagan's recent
60 minutes of finesse hockey. You
tearof6goalsinthelastfivegames
have to bang them. You have to
has tied him with Scott Morrow
scare them."
for the team goal-scoring lead.
Mitrovic also hit Merrimack
Merrimack came back and
with two goals and an assist in
tied the game at 3:12of the second
the third period to put the game
period. Rob Atkinson scored the
out of their reach. It was the secsecond breakaway goal of the
ond straight Hockey East victory
night after splitting the Wildcat
for the 'Cats, who are now 2-2 in
defense and getting a pass from
the league and 9-3 overall.
Jeff Massey.
UNH avenged a 3-2 loss to
"We were getting a little
MerrimackonNovember13.Last
greedy with our forechecking,"
Saturday's game set Hockey East
said Dick Umile, UNH interim
records for fewest penalties (2)
coach. "We didn't play as well in
and penalty minutes (4).
our own end as we have. That
Freshman goalie Jeff Levy
sometimes happens when you
ran his record to 5-0 with 38 saves, , forecheck well."
earning his second straight
Klym potted his 6th of the
Hockey East Rookie-of-the-Week
year at 4:44. Winnes blasted a shot
award. Levy also backstopped
just wide from the left circle. The
the victory over Lowell last
puck ricocheted off the boards to
Wednesday. He is fourth in HE
Klym standing on the other side
with a 3.00 goals against average
of the net.
and .922 save percentage.
In the third period Mitrovic
Levy's 5-0 start is the best in
took over with his fifth and sixth
UNH history and the best in
goals at 9:51 and 12:47 to seal it.
Hockey East since Scott King was
Domenic Amodeo' s sixth of the
5-0 for Maine in 1989. King holds
year closed out the scoring.
the HE record with a 9-0-1 start in
The 'Cats are beginning to
1987-88.
show the killer instinct they didn't
UNH senior Pat Morrison
have earlier in the season. "We
leads the league with a 2.48
didn't want to wait until the last
G.A.A., despite his 0-2 league
five minutes," said Jim McGrath,
record. The 'Cat's team 2.75
UNH sophomore defenseman.
G.A.A. (in HE) is the best in the
"We made three or four key
league.
mistakes that forced the game into
UNH built a 3-2 lead after
a shootout, which we didn't
the first two periods thanks to
want," said Ron Anderson, Merthe line of Chris Winnes, Joe
rimack coach.
Flanagan and Greg Klym.
UNH will be at Northeastern
Winnes had tied the game 1tonight at 7pm .

